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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to seek correspondence between the
MMPI, a standardized personality test of 566 statements, and the HerrKobler PGR Test.

A relationship is suspected between MMPI and PGR

since both aim at evaluating the deeper emotional strata of the total
personality, yet few such correlations have been discovered up to the
present time.

If the connection between the two could be established,

the vast research on both might be brought together.

Again, it is

hoped that through this PGR test being better standardized, its use
during inte:Mtiew will make this prelindnary "testing situation" of much
greater diagnostic value.

It has the advantage of directness and the

cultivation of rapport, as well as being short (a half hour in length)
and not too threatening.

It may become a more precise means for the

study of emotion and personality.

1

CHAPTER II
THE ClUES OF PERSCNAL!TY AND ?<1ETHCDS OF MEASUREMENT

In order to evaluate the results of this study, the context must
be

~aid

out.

The broadest backgrcund is that of personality theory,

v-ThiJ.e the foregrctl.nd is colored with erlCtien and the way people characteristically handle their emetions.

Tc speak of personality theory

and the measure of personality first, Allport (1937) receives the
fore~ost

reference.

Defining personality, Allport says:,
Another variant of definitions of this type (in terms of distinctiveness) is Woodworth's (1929). This author believes that
every act of the individual is colored by personality. Personality is not substantive, it is adverbial; it is the style of
life. 'Personality refers not to any particular sort of activity,
such as talking, remembering, thinking or loving, but an individual can reveal his personality in the way he does any of these
things.' ••• More helpful are those conceptions that ascribe
to personality a solid organization of dispositions and sentiments. Valuable likewise are definitions that refer to the
style of life, to modes of adaptation to one's surroundings, to
progressive growth and development and to distinctiveness.
Allport's argument puts emphasis on the individual:
More important • • • are those movements ariSing within the
broad province of psychology as a protest against the prevalent
neglect cf the individual. Each of these movelents, in greater
cr less degree, has attempted to improve the Situation, and has
exerted marked influence: differential psychC'logy, psychography,
psychoanalysis, typology, Gestalt psychology, the psychology of
Verstehen, purposive psychology, and personalistic psychology.
Regarding the measuring of personality (cf. Fig. 1), Allport says:
The circular arrangement is a convenient way of representing a
2
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Fig. 1
I. Studies of Cultural Setting
1. analysis of social norms
2. ethology
3. syntactical analogy
4. psycho-lexical analysis
JI. Physical Records
5. analysis of heredity
6. biochemical correlates
7. endocrinology
c. constitutional types
9. physiognomy
III. Social Records
10. documentary sources
11. work analysis
12. time budget
13. conduct frequency
14. sociametrics
15. topological psychology
IV. Personal Records
16. diaries
17. systematic guides to
self-study
18. personal correspondence
19. thematic writing
V. Expressive Movement
20. first impressions
21. detailed analysis
22. pattern analysis
23. graphology
24. style analysis
VI. Rating
25. rank order scale
26. scoring scale
27. psychography
Figure 1.

VII. Standardized Tests
2t. standardized questionnaires
29. psychometric scales
30. behavioral scales
VIII. Statistical Analysis
Jl. differential psychology
32. factor analysis
33. inverted factor analysis
IX. Miniature Life Situations
34. time-sample
35. vocational miniature
36. trap-situation
X. Laboratory Experiments
37. records of single functions
38. records of complex functions
XI. Prediction
39. explicit forecasting
40. forecasting of trends
XII. Depth Analysis
41. psychiatric interview
42. free associations
43. dream analysis
44. hypnotism
45. automatic writing
46. analysis of fantasies
XIII. Ideal Types
47. schemata of comprehensibility
48. literary characterology
XIV. Synthetic Methods
49. identification
50. matching
51. complete psychological
interview
52. case study
XV. Common Sense "Intuition"

Allport's Circular Arrangements.
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rough continuum of methods ranging from those that are, generally
speaking, external to the person to those that are internal, and
at the sa~e tline differentiating those that deal with partial
records of behavior from those concerned with the homogeneity and
congruence of the persona.lity as a whole. No strict logic of
progressicn is implied, but it see:ns convenient to list the
methods under fourteen main rubrics, proceeding roughly in the
order just described: (1) studies of cultural setting; (2) physical records; (3) social records; (4) personal records; (S) expressive ncvement; (6) ratings; (7) standardized tests; (6) statistical
analysis; (9) miniature life-situations; (10) laboratory experin;'3nts; (11) prediction; (12) depth analysis; (13) ideal types;
(14) synthetic methods.
Hall and Lindaey (1957) approach the st,udy of personality according
to the following outlines:
The Nature of Personalitl Theory .
1. Personality theory has occupie~ a dissident role in the
development of psychology.
2. Personality theories are functional in their crientaticn.
3. Personality thecrists assign a crucial role to the motivational precess.
4. An adequate understanding of hurna.n behavior will evolve only
f'rcH the study of the whole person.
S. One of the most distinctive features of personality theory
is its function as an integrative theory.
Clearly, personality theories ••• are general theories of
behavior. .
The Comparison of Theories of Personality
A. Formal Attributes
1. clarity and explicitness
2. how well the theory is related to empirica.l phenomena
3. what empirical research is generated by the theory

B. Substantive Attributes
1. purposive or teleological qualities
2. unconscious determinants of behavior

3. hedonism, reward, or effect

4.
5.

6.
7.

E.

9.
10.

principle of association
learning process
acquisitions of personality
hereditary factors
early developmental experiences
continuity or discontinuity
holistic principlesl organismic position: field
emphasis

5
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

uniqueness
psychological environment
self-concept
group membership determinants
interdiscip1L~ary anchoring
the number of motivational concepts

Rall and Lindsey build a chart for comparison of various persona1ity theories (cf. Fig. 2).
At the end of the treatise on personality theory, Hall and Linqzey
ask this important qU3stion:
\·Jould it not be better to provide a single viewpoint which incorporated. all that was good and effective from each of these
theories so that we could then embrace a Single theory which would
be accepted by all investigators working in this area?
Cne of the answers, forming the final paragraph of their boc,k,
includes their view on what it is ..Ie &.re doing when we theorize.

It

is quoted here to s11ov: the very common view on theory and its role in
scientific research:
It is our strong conviction, then, that this is not the appropriate time or circumstance for an attempted synthesis or integration
of personality theories. In simplest terms we feel that it is
UIniise to attempt a synthesis of theories whose empirical utility
remains largely undemonstrated. Why make a conceptual arrangement in terms of aesthetic reaction and internal consistency when
the important issue is how these elements fare in the face of
enpirica1 data? Far more fruitful, we believe, than any attempt
at a master theory is the careful development and specification
of a single existing theory with simultaneous "ttention to relevant empirical data. The ultimate answer to any theoretical
issue lies in well-controlled empirical data, and the nature of
such data will be adequately defined only as the theories themselves are better developed. It is one thing to change a theory
in the light of empirical data which force upon the theorist
some essential change, and quite another to change a theory because of some conflicting rational or evaluative issue. Our
faith is that almost any theory if it is systematically extended
and coupled with extensive empirical research offers greater
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hope for advance than an amalgamation of existing theories some
of which are poorly stated and precariously related to empirical
data.
ene could comment that an amalgamation would be ridiculous, especially when some of the theories are lacking in internal consistency.
But the inabili.ty to alT:8.1garna te should not deter us from constructing
an evers.ll of "master theory".

It ,just happens, as Hall and Lindsey

thef'lselves point out, that one theory is not as "good" as another.
Then why not work towards an overall theory, rather than select just
"anyone".
endeavor.

It seeT"!S more in keeping with;the nature of scientific
In. fact, this is the intent of theorizing.

Klubertanz

(195~)

clearly outlines what we do in fO!"r1Ulat1ng

theory, and why it ie important:
Note the nature of scieI".t:tfic theory. It does n,..t s.rise from
facts distinct from those which give rise to the laws. The
procen:; ::is nC't 0r:e: of renera1izat.:ion, even though B. treory always is very g:eneral a!1d inclusive. Nor is the thecry induced
frorrt the facts or the imrs. It is constructed and imrcscd on
the laws and facts. First of all, a theory is the product of
creaM.ve j.lT'agint:-:-.:.. ·. • • This image c., roc.el war the" e::r:ployed
to unify the various facts and laws a.lready known about • • •
The theory had to be internally consistent ••• Without consistency a thenry cannot even be conceived as a possible
explar.ation. In ,'.vid:'..tion to internal cons.tstency, three relations are necessary.
(1) The theory l'!1ust tltke aCCclmt of all the relevant data
and laws.
(2) Its relation to experience ard/or experlJ'!1.ent has to be
able to be clear]y pointed out (the lI epistemtc relation"

en

c f ~argenau.)

It has to be fruitful, in the sense that it can BUgrest new or-serva.tione ann experiI"lents, and predict
results •

• • • We can rler::ivA Ill. net jon 01.' the nat.'Jre and funct:1on of a

8

scientific theory. A scientific theory is a rational explanation
of observed fact, such that, if the theory be granted, the data
follow by way of lc gically necessary implication. This explanation may b~ a model which is drawn from other areas (of experience
or reason), an abstract symbol, an operational definition, or a
real trait selected as a olue to other characteristics. These
"explanatory" factors are considered by the mind to be the originating source of the observed behavior, experimental results,
classifiable similarities, etc. The purpose of such a constructed
factor is to provide an intelligible explanation, to unify large
masses of data, and to stimulate and prediot •
• • • Consequently, "theory" in scienoe does not always have
one and only one relation to reality. Most soientifio theories
would have to be divided into purely oonstruotural, hypothetioal,
and desoripti?8 elements for an aocurate epistemologioal evaluation. We should therefore most oorreotly speak of a scientifio
theory as "good If or I·suooessful' rather than "true. U If we IllUSt
speak of the "truth" of a theory, we must change the meaning of
the term~, 80 that it means "helpful in understanding, related
to the facts, internally ooherent, inclusive of all pertinent
facts and laws, coherent with related theories, fruitful of new
experiments, and verified by fulfilled predictions.
The contention of this theSiS, then, is that the theory chosen
makes a difference.

In fact, it is in the framework of the theory that

the hypothesis is set up. Were it not for the theorizing that went into
the construction of the MMPI and the PGR Tests, these would not be considered "personality" tests nor would they have any bearing on emotion.
Were it not for a theory which would allow a hypothetical relationship
between a self-inventory and a physiologically-measured response in
word-association, this present thesis would not have been envisioned.
Had it not been judged that some theories of emotion were no "good,"
and that we do have a great deal of research behind us, the hypothesis
of a relationship between specific emotional measures on MMPI and PGR
Tests simply would not have been formulated.

Hall and Lindsey give a

9

relatively pessimistic view of the status of personality theory today.
The application of K1ubertanz's criteria would give us a much more clear
cut path to follow, a more sure estimate of the Jlgoodness" of the theory

we are using as we go about our research of hurllan personality. It makes
a big difference whether Freudian views, for example, are followed, or
whether one holds a hierarchical theory.

It is not the purpose of this

thesis to. show the difference, but it could be shown.

Cleckley (1960)

and Arnold (1960) have handled the question, and here it might be worth
while to mention that the Freudian fac+.or ,of "anxiety" was one liypothetica1 construct which has caused some obscurity in the area of the
present research problem.
Another approach to personality study and theory is that of
McClelland (1956).

He lists three variables:

(1) motives mentioned by Sanford and Be1lak.
(2) schemas mentioned by Mead.
(3) traits mentioned by Cattell and Klein.

Aooording to McClelland, motivation is used to define the why of
behavior: sohema (ideas and values) is used to aooount for the

w~t

or

content-dimension of mind; and trait is used to describe how people
adapt consistently to similar situations.

In reoonci1ing the incon-

sistencies which he finds among the views of the various authors and in
integrating the three basic variables used to describe personality,
McClelland has, in the process, set forth his own views of understanding
personality.

10

It may be worthwhile to mention something of what McClelland has
said regarding traits:
Furthermore the first child may generalize his smiling behavior
and become generally eMotionally expressive, whereas the second
child may continue to be relatively inhibited, so that in time
one may speak of a trait of 'expressive versus inhibited emotional
expression. I
From the imaginary example, it is evident that the learning
of traits may begin quite early, sometimes even earlier than the
learning of motives or schemas; but on the other hand, traits
probably take longer to mature and to become the stable modes of
adjustment they are in adulthood: the learning seems to continue
over a longer l\iL'ricd of time so that the traits become increasingly strong and increasingly broad as the person grows older.
Probably the only justification at ~11 for stating that traits
are learned later lies in the fact that they may reach their
mature or stable fOrM somewhat later than motives or Bchemas
although, of course, some schemas, such as those included in the
philosophy of life, may also mature very late. Thus, expressive
traits, such as shyness and "emotional openness", may be laid
down in early childhood, whereas others, like neatness, may be
acquired at school age, and still others, like participation in
community affairs, may not appear till adulthood."
His definition of trait is interesting:

"A trait is the learned

tendency of an individual to react as he has reacted more or less successful1y in the past in similar situations when similarly motivated. II
Eysenck (1960), leaving behind his earl:ler system as related in
Hall and Lindsey (1957), and discussing "leve1s of personality, constitutiona1 factors, and social j.nfiuences", integrates constitutional
factors, :te!l.rning theory and personality theory into a stratified system
in which there are four main levels, all conceived as being causally
related to each other in hierarchical order.
Levell, the most fundamental, is physiologically determined;

11

refers to some constitutional property of the individual's nervous
system.
Level 2, is that of observable experimental (laboratory) phenomena,
such as eyeblink conditioning or figural after-effects.
Level 3, is that of objectively observable primary personality
traits, suoh as sociability and activity_
Level

4,

is that of observable attitudinal phenomena, such as

ethnocentrism and hedonism.
'l'his formulation of

:~ysenck

pOints towards that hierarchical
'(

"

system indicated in the next paragrapl.a.
For a succinct sUffi;cary of a personality theory which will be
useful for the assessment of MMPI and PGR test results, and from which
questions may be drawn for the examining of possible relationships,
Gasson's (1954) contribution stands forth:
We have endeavored to work out a theory which is comprehensive
and will apply to the behavior of ordinary human beings who are
psychologically well, though it also provides some account of the
behavior of persrns who are psychologically not well. Our primary hypothesis has been that powers and capacities of the human
being are natively designed to work in harmony and order to bring
the person to that condition of developr,ent and self-realization
that is proper to each single individual; seoond, that these
powers are aotive in character and are not merely components of
a passive reactive system; and th:i:;cd, that the human being is
self-determined and must attain the goal of perfect self-actualization by deliberate control and direction of himself and his
aotivities. We did not adopt these hypotheses arbitrarily. They
are the result of scientific observation, personal and historical,
of human beings in action.
He begins the formulation:
• • • by making explicit the conoepts that comprise our basic

12

systematic rutlook. • • Cur first postulate is that of epistemological realism, a moderate and immediate realism. • • we can
find it justified elsewhere and so need not establish its validity
here ••• Our second ••• is that the person is an original unit;
that is, a single undivided substance, distinct from other substantial units in the universe • • . Third, we maintain that the
human person is different in kind from other living organis~s,
not merely more complicated or more highly differentiated. • •
We suppose, then, that there is an essential difference between
spontaneity and self-determination ••• Lastly, we assume that
the lower orders of rrganization are present in higher organisms
virtually but not actually or formally.
Summary of Majrr Theoretical Propositions.
1. Psyel--~')lQ~ically, personality is the patterned totality
of human powers, act'vtties, and habits, uniquely organized by
the person in the ac': ive pursui"" of his Belf-ldeal, and r~vealed
in his behavior.
;
2. The capacities or powers of a human bei."lg are hierarchical and active in nature; upon presentation of their specific
object, they are capable of initiating action.
3. The active nature of these powers impels and urges the
person (when the necessary conditions are provided) not only to
be active in pursuing their specific objectives but also to do so
in an ordered and coordinated way. The function and nature of
impulse and urge are unconscious, though they can become known by
formal reflection and reasoning.
4. Human powers have a bimodal way of natural action:
toward possession of external reality, and toward actuation of the
self by stabilizing possessions; hence in their integrated action
they constitute a natural tendency in the person toward possession
and toward self-actuation in possession.
S. The prime factor in integrated action is the will, or
the capacity of self-determined action. Like the other capac itles, it has a natural and unconscious ~ay of acting. For fully
integrated personality, there must be active and deliberate ordering not only of concrete antlons brt also of the total behavior
pattern.
6. The rationale of this order is the self-ideal.
7. For proper integration, the self-ideal as it is must
approximate closely the self-ideal as it ought to be for any
given individual; if it does not, there will be internal disturbance which may be called confliot.
8. The externally peroeptible organization of a person's
activities, habits and powers, as they go toward a self-ideal, is
called the personality structure.
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9. At the root of this structure there is unity, not conf1ict. Impulse, hc?ightened to urge, makes it possible for the
person to deal with a difficulty, whether internal or external.
10. Conflict arises from inconsistent choice, or from incompatibility of the chosen goal with the natural order of things.
This incoMpatibility may not be recognized, or it may be recognized
but not connected with the disturbance. Only in this sense can
psychological conflict be called unconscious.
Having talked of personality and an overall definition and having
outlined a theory which appears suitable, it may be well to speak of the
classifications of personalities as seen in the world today.

A possi-

bility of laying out a thr .:e di:nensional schene, with the "nor:'ca.l"
personality in the large central area, ocdurs to this writer through a
summary of Cleckley (1960).

This formulation does not differ greatly

from Welsh's (1952) proposal for measuring "internalization."
In the American Handbook of Psychiatry, Cleckley has given a clear
picture of the psychopath, and at the end of his article he lays down
this three-fold classification:
If means became available of obtaining adequate control over
psychopaths "Tho plainly show themselves not fitted for unrest:.:icted
freedom in the social greup, it would be possible to set up facilities speoifica1ly designed to deal with their problems. Cur
large state and federal psychiatric institutions, organized for
the treatment of patients psychotic in the tradj.tional sense, are
not well adapted to handle the psychopath. The numerous private
hospitals primarily designed for th~ needs of Esychoneurotic
patients lack the means of restraining him and are unable to deal
adeouately ,vi th the problelTls he crea tas. The establishment
of institutions primarilY for pSlchoeaths would not be advisable
until legal means cf controlling them are available. The expense
of building and operating specialized institutions of this sort
would be large. There is good reason to believe, however, that
it would be far less than what the psychopath is costing the
public today.
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To enmnerate some of the particular factors at work in the person's
emotions during the lIerr-Kobler POR test or as described in the MNPI's
"true" and "false ll , the suggestions of Arnold (1960) under the heading
of Research and Heasurement Problems are IT.ost pointed.

In the discussion

of emotion and personality she is dealing with physiological indicators
of emotion:
To correlate physiological changes with the emotion, we must either
distinguish carefully bet..reen effect ann reaction by repeated
measurement during and after the emotio~1 (done in the Herr-Kobler
PGR Test), or we must use as many physir,logical indices as feasible and show the tDtal interlocking pattern cf changes as they
occur during emotion. • . The :1',051 pronLising exar.lples of the
second type c.f measurement are the studies of Funkenstein, King
and Drolette (1953), and of Ax (1951) •.• These investigators
measured a nu.:tber of physiol(lgical changes during "anger ',Jut"
(anger), "anger in" (self-blame), and "anxiety" (fear). These
1:Jere genuine emotions aroused when the subjects found themselves
unable to solve a series of difficult problems and the experirr:enter berated them for their poor performance. The physiological
changes included changes in heart rate, ballistocardiogram, blood
pressure, finger and face temperature, and the like. There was

a clearly different pattern of physiological changes in each of
the three emotions. "Anger inll showed the sarne changes as "anxiety",
only in milder for: , while "anger out" showed changes in the
opposite direction. Since some of the men characteristically reacted to ambiguous situations with a.'1ger ,.hile others tended to
blame themselves and still others became apprehensive, these studies
also demonstrate that there are habitual 0atterns of emotional
reaction that are characteristic for a iven individual. The
typical reaction of neurotics was fear 'anxiety
It is interesting to note in passing that the anxiety and anger-in
showed the same changes, so that one might consider the results pointing
to two

extreme~,

anger-in and anger-out, with anxiety adding to the

anger-iIl extreme, or runni

s

in conju.."lction cdth self-blaJr;e.

In the section on Psychological .,{esearch Related to Emotim,
Arnold

continue~:

Since er:1otions in.fluence rational appraisal and action, the judgment a person :rnakes and the attitudes he develops \iill include
emotional factors: persone.lity tests of various ki:£1ds 1i1l1 tap
emotional differences. Rut the individual differences in the
erne-tions described or expressed will necessarily be less important
for personal!ty evaluation than the way in which thw .are inte,,grated :'-ntc action. It is not nearly so important to discover
whether a man fe3ls anger or fear or love than it is to find out
what arouses his ire, what makes hL~ afraid, and what kindles his
enthusiasffijand finally, to see to what actions these emotions
inspire him. Such data can be obtained through questionnaire
methods, like the MrJiPI or the Bell adju."ltment tests, which are
sufficiently accurate fer diagnosiS of ;<aladjustment or neurosis.
But tc predict and, still better, to v': : 1:': ~and an indiv:1.dual' s
actions, to disccver the r:loti ves behind his actions, projecti va
tests are far mere adequate.
Some of the pew·er of the projective test, and some of the insight
into hOVl a person beha'l6s, can come tt>xcllgh the J-lP! used in conjunction
with the Herr-Kebler PGR Test.

What Arnold has to say of emotion and

the TAT can be applied to this blO-fold battery, it is hoped:
(1) The only possibility left is that the storyteller reviews various
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actions in imagination; and that he agrees with or approves those
that are rewarded in the story or have. a favorable outcome, and
disagrees with or disapproves those actions tha~ are punished or
lead to misfortune and difficulty_
(2) When Mussen and Na.ylor (1954) compa,red belligerent and mildmannered boys, they found that the former told many stories of
aggression and few in which aggression was punished. The wellbehaved boys had few aggressive themes and many stories in which
aggression was punished. Apparently, the aggressive boys told
stories in which hostile and belligerent heroes neither were punished nor came tc a bad end. It is not surprising that a boy who
tells such stories expects to get away with his own malicious and
aggressive actions. His "acting out" is the result of his expectation, betrayed in the story import, that violence will go scotfree.
Something of the tllife situation"

o~

the subject comes through in

the Ratios run, 1!! of MMPI and E of the Herr-Kobler POR.

Arnold's

sequence analysis of the TAT especially emphasizes this:
In the TAT sequence analysis, each story is summed up in the
import, i. e., what the storyteller is saying about his life_
situation. This is a simple condensation of the moral of the
story, wIthout any interpretation. Each import, as indicated by
story and outcome, may be either constructive or not constructive.
It is constructive when the story import indicates that achievement is the result of effort, initiative, virtue or the outcome
of a definite plan that accepts limitation and adapts to circ~
stances; when 108s, harm or danger is overcome by positive action;
when ill-intentioned action is punished, rejected or renounced;
when others are met with good will, good fellowship or humor.

The emotions that occur in the story seem to have been conquered when negative (e.g. fear, anger, resentment, discouragement)
and fostered when positive (e.g. love, humor, cheerfulness). It
is a reasonable assumption that stories which express suoh constructive attitudes are told by people who really have such attitudes. It would follow that they have developed habits of se1fdiscipline which make it p ssible for them to achieve. • •
The sequence analysis gives us a picture of a man's motivational pattern, his self-ideal in action. Thus it can be used
to predict whether he will act constructively or not. The sequenoe analysis will also show areas of conflict where firm oon-
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viotions have not yet been formed. The normal person will reveal
in the sequence analysis how he is ordering his life, not merely
what are the raw materials that are so ordered. In the neurotio,
the sequence analysis shows the preoccupation with partioular areas
of oonflict, and in the psyohotio, the difficulty, even the impossibility, of acting effectivelY. It is a moot point whether a
'deeper' analysis will improve prediction. What does it profit us
to know the emotions that harass a man if we are unable to tell
whether he is their plaything or their master?
In dealing with research of Eriksen (195la, 1951b, 1952, 1955),
of Lazarus, Eriksen and Fonda (1951), and of Aronfreed, Messick and
Dizzory (1953), concerning sensitizers (intelleotualizers) and defenders,
Arnold concludes:
Perceptual sensitization seems to reveal an interest in the crucial
area while perceptual defense seems to imply a lack of interest,
dislike or fear ••• Granted that defense and sensitization are
two different mechanisms and stem from a different origin, the
real problem remains: How can fear delay recognition and interest
hasten it? Ordinarily, something must be recognized before it can
be either liked or disliked. Some theorists have suggested "T,reoognition" or "suboeption, II meaning an unoonsoious recognition which
may be either admitted to awareness immediately or detoured end
delayed. But to say that the recognition is unconscious does not
explain why it is either speeded into awareness or delayed.
Arnold then launohes into a Simpler explanation which appears to be
as good a theory as can be found for sensitization and defense, or for
externalization and internalization, or for the positive impulsives and
the "fast negatives" of the PGR test:
On the basis of our discussion of brain function we can offer a
simpler explanation. Our discussion of emotion has shown that we
not only see something but appraise it as good or bad and thus
like or dislike it. We also appraise it for action. This intuitive appraisal initiates an impulse to action that is mediated by
the action circuit; when neural relays via this oircuit reach the
premotor and prefrontal areas (areas 6 & 6), we experience an
impulse to action. The action circuit also relays neural impulses
to the motor cortex initiating emotional expression and physio-
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logical (autonomic) changes; it connects with the diffuse thalamic
system and se 17J.odifies the electrical activity of the brain during
emotion. Fear reduces the alpha index and produces low amplitude
fast beta waves. From experience we know that fear retards mental
processes. From the fact that it superimposes its fast frequency
gradually upon the whole cortex we gather that such retardation
seems to be the effect of its interference with normal electrioal
activity.
The sensory impulses fro~ the retina are registered no matter
what a man's feelings are: there is an electrical deflection in
the sensory cortex on stimulation even during anesthesia. But
seeing or recognizing something requires more than sheer registration; it requires a vital reaction, namely, the experienoe of
seeing, remembering, and appraising, mediated via the circuit
from sensory cortical areas to hippocampus, amygdala, assooiation
cortex, and limbic system.
We have argued that every emotion leaves us with the expectation that similar situations will affect us similarly. Thinking
and daydreaming about a partioular topic is bound to strengthen
this expectation, while fear and aversion have the cpposite effect.
The latter create a disposition to turn away from any topic that
Inay become dangerous. When pictures of scenes are shown that
either arouse interest or threaten harm, they are identified '7.1
remembering similar scenes tha.t have had a similar effect. The
intuitive appraisal that this is interesting or dangerous is based
on the expeotation that this scene, resembling pleasurable or
dangerous situations in the past, will affeot us in the same way.
"Precognition" seems to be the intuitive judgment that here is
something that is either wanted or feared. If it is wanted, the
self-initiated prooess of exaet identification is acoelerated and
the pioture or wcrd is reoognized. If it is feared, the emotion
(or rather, its effect on brain aotivity) interferes with the
process of recognition. Thus we assume that the mem0tl of weal or
woe serves for a first approximate reoognition and appraisal,
~hioh either helps or hinders the final identification. • • At any
rate, it becomes clear that in this type of research a careful
analysis of the subjective state of "sensitizers" and1ijefenders"
(or whatever we may ohoose to call the two groups of people) is
essential before we can come to any satisfactory explanation of
these twc types of reaction. If fear interferes directly with
mental (and brain) aotivity, as seems likely from our evidence,
it is unnecessary to postulate repression as a defensive mechanism. If interest and liking faoilitate such activity, peroeptual
sensitization cannot be oalled a defense.
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This evidence on personality theory and its measure and this
theory of errotion as delineated by Arnold conclude Chapter II.

CHAPTER III
TIlE I"iMPI FACTOR OF INTERNALIZATION: REVIEW OF lHE LITERATURE

'l'he MHPI is one of the most widely accepted paper and pencil tests
of personality in use today.

Anastasi (1954) calls it "a major event

in the recent history of personality testing."
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (M}2I) is designed
to provide an objective assessment of some of the major personality

oharacteristics that affeot personal and sooial adjustment.

The care-

full1 oonstructed and cross-validated soales provide a means for measuring the personality status of literate adolescents and adults together
with a basis for evaluating the acceptability and dependability of each
test record.

Nine scales were originally developed for clinical u.s,

of the test and were named for the abnormal conditions on whioh their
construction was} based.

Since they have been shown to have meaning

witliin the normal range of behavior, these scales have now come to be
referred to by their

abbreviations~~

lIs (hypochondriasis); D (depression);

Hy (hysteria); Pd (psychopathic deviate); Mf (masculinity-femininity);
Pa (paranoia); Pt (psychasthenia); Sc (schizophrenia); and Ma (hypomania);
or by their code numbers (1-9) to avoid possibly misleading connotations.
A large number of other scales have subsequently been developed from the
same test items:

Si (social introversion) is one that is cOlmnonly scored. \

There are also three validating scales:
(correction) •
20

L (lie); F (validity); and K
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Care must be exercised to maintain the appropriate test conditions.
So long as the test is introduced as neither a threat nor a diversion,
even adolescents, sophisticated military personnel, and hardened

crL~

nals can be expected to respond well to the group

of the

adff~nistration

The experience of Hathaway and Monachesi (1957) shows that large

}lIMP!.

groups of ninth-grade children, sometimes several hundred at a time,
can be given the 1'11'1PI 'Vdthout a single significant difficulty.

They

attribute a great deal of their success in testing thousands of children
to careful preparatory work with responsible teachers and other school
officials and to the professional and comPetent bearing of the exa1 riners.
7

The source of most of the evidence for the valid! ty of the l·rr-:PI
has been its agreement with final clinical diagnosis of new psychiatric
admissions.

The agreement has been in

te~~

of various kinds of cl:nic

cases, which is a result more difficult to achieve than simple classificaticn as to norrr.a.l or abnormal.

Even where a high score on the

MMPI was not folloived by a corresponding diagnosis, there was evidence
tha t the trait was present_ to an a 1,ilormal degree.
The authors of the :Hanual of the .!':lHPI (1951) report reliabili ties,
for both nermal and
low nineties.

abnor.~

adults which range from the fifties to the

But a study of the split half re1iabilities of college

students reports louer coefficients.
listed:
Sc, .79;

Hs,.7E;

D,.56; Hy,.47;

The following are the coefficients

Pd,.46;

Hf,.?3;

Pa, -D5;

Pt, .81;

Na, .55.

This casts doubt upon the present suitability of the individual
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categories of the

I~v.pI

for differential diagnosis.

Wheeler, Little and

Lehner (1951), sumlr.arizing the results of a factor analysis of the NHPI
categories, report that the goal of using the

~~~I

for measuring specific

clinical syndrc::es has not been achieved.
Cne distinct factor, acccrding to these authors, was the so-called
"neurotic triad" (hY';Jochondriasis, depression and hysteria).

Clinioally,

many workers use these three scales in combination for better diagnosis.
Ruesch (1945) has used the luean of the neurotic triad as a neurotic
score, in an attempt to derive a more objeotive measure. Welsh (lQ52),
in a study on anxiety diagnosis, found thAt anxiety neurotics were high
in the neurotic triad, with a peak on the D scale, and a secondary peak

on the Pt scale.

Therefcre, in order to take this into account and

better diagnose different degrees of severity of anxiet.y, he develcped
an anxiety index:
AI. Hs + D + Hy

.3

(D + Pt) - (Hs + Hy)

or

AI • 1.33 D + Pt - .66 Hs - .66 Hy

The Herr-Kobler Test must be measuring something basic in personality, just as Woodworth said PGR seemed to be tapping.

'l'he task

would be to find an index for the MMPI similarl;v measuring something
basic in personality, and this across a continuous range in various
persons.

The authors of The MMPI Handbook (1960) allude to the many

attempts to get at Ita single, perY"asive characteristic of personality"
through various scales

applie:~

to the 1'ilIlJPI.

The "Assessment of Erno-

tional Control" forming the 10th chapter of the Handbook, under Part III,
Clinical Applications, presents this introduction:
The concept of a Single, pervasive characteristic of personality
that furnishes strength in the face of temptation, stability
under external and internal stressors, or control over conflicting impulses to action has lOUT; been used by personality theorists
to account for the vast differences that are found in individual
tolerance and integration. Whether it is called will power,
character, general normality, ego strength, self-consistency,
radix, biosphere, regna.."lcy, or self-actualization, the view that
a person's stability over time and a.cross situations stems frorn
a single organizing process keeps reappearing in psychological
theories. Several of these constructs have been used, together
wi th their nomological net~iorks, in deriving HlvJPI indices of
integration and control.
The Handbook authors discuss a series of scales which attempt to
make some measure of a single organizing process.

Of these, "one other

scale, Barron's (1953) ego strength (Es) has been developed empirically
for this general problem.

Barron's criterion was response to treatment;

his item analysis identified the pretreatment attributes that bore some
relationship to the degree of improvement the subjects shmled after
individual psychotherapy.

These items were assumed to be indicative of

difference in strength of ego structure." Summing up the tlsingle
dimensional approaches," they say:
Since scores on the A scale (Wellh, 1956) are closely related to
Es score values, perhaps the COMbination of A and R (Welsh, 1956)
would give all the information provided by the Es scores. This
remains tc be tested by direct empiric,:l study, however, based on
detailed personality descriptions. At present, the best single
index of control id thin the Ic:MPI seems to be the Es scale.
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The subject next taken up in The Handbook is that of "Configura1
Approaches," and first mentioned is Welsh's internalization ratio, IR
(Welsh, 1952.)

He wanted to evaluate:

Tendencies on the one hand to internalize difficulties and to
su:fer distress, somatic symptoms, and self-excoriation, and on
the other hand to externalize problems by acting out, projecting
and disowning. His index gives a theoretical value of 1.00 for
normals, with lower values indicative of poor control and direct,
overt expression of emotional difficulties. (pps. 303-304,
Handbook) •
The Handbook comes to this conclusion in the general section:

-

As the finqings of fUture research ~ccumulate, it will probably
become apparent that different impulses are controlled by separate
personality processes, rather than by any single, pervasive selfstructure. The material reviewed in the next several sections
has been brought together to show evidence available on such a
formulation of control (judgment, control of hostility, control
of sexuality, suicide, addiction, control of delinquency, and
criminality.) In addition, the basis within the MMPI for judging the specific way that loss of emotional control may be shown
by a particular patient will be described. Even though the
controlling process may be seen as unitary and multifaceted, a
breakdown in its effectiveness would not necessarily lead to poor
oontrol in all areas of emotional expression. Rather, the first
break in self-maintenance may be related to the relative strength
of impulse in the different emotional areas. The material in
the following sections should be pertinent to either general
formulation of personality. (p. 306)
The evaluation of the IR by The Handbook at this point is surprising1y nonchalant, but in other sections its use in research takes
on importance.

Cattell (1936) made this hypothesis:

"The deflection

(in PGR) is proportional to the act of suppression which the ego finds

it necessary to exercise upon the impulse aroused.

The psychogalvano-

meter can therefore be used as a measure of the strength of impulses,

?5
of will acts, and of the conflict between them" (p. 265)

The Handbook

in turn says of repression:

A better approach to this problem of sensitization and repression would seem to be either through the use of Welsh's A and R
factor scales, or through the Ad and Dn subscales on scales 3.
Truax (1957) in a footnote to his study of Hy-Pt observed that
Ad contributed 53 per cent of the Hy score for the sensitizers
but only 6 per cent of the Hy score for the repressors. Van de
Castle (1958) has shown that a conjoint use of A and R scales
gave dependable separations consistent with the sensitizationrepression formulation of perception of aggressive verbal material.
For his sensitizer group he picked subjects with high A and low
R scores; the repressors came from the diagonal quadrant, high
R and low A values ••• An attempt was made by Obrist (1958b)
to demonstrate a relationship between sensitization-repression,
as reflected in a composite scale fermed by scales 3, 7, K, and
Welsh's A and R, and subception, or autonomic discrimination
without awareness. His research design involved excellent procedural oontrols and he found that he was unable to detect any
subception effect. As in a previous study by Obrist (1958a),
no relationship between psychogalvanic conditioning and sensitization could be demonstrated either.
Apfelbaum and Sherriffs (1954) found that subjects high on
Welsh's A scale tended to rate the experiences they recalled under
various experimental conditionings as Significantly more unpleasant
than low scorers. On the other hend, subjects who had an IR
index in the external1zation direction recalled appreciably more
pleasant experiences, especially when instructed to describe the
mood at the time of the experience rather than merely how they
felt about the recalled material now. In a different experimental
procedure in which the success or failure of the subject was
explicitly known, Christine Miller (1954) found that some MMPI
variables were related to the tendencies to recall predominantly
successful or unsuccessful instances. In a group comparison, a
high score on scale 9 was related to the tendency of the subjects
to recall the items on which they had scored successes. The
externalizers on IR also more generally recalled the successes
while the internalizers gave significantly more failure recollections.
Renzag11a (1952) noticed persons with lower self-evaluations than
the general self-description that was typical for college students had
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more aberrant Welsh AI and IR values.

This relationship to AI and IR

was also found for those who had the largest discrepancies between
self-description and self-denial characterization.
In other research, Warn (1958) found tuberculous and epileptic
groups score higher on

dependen(~y

than the paraplegics and controls;

the latter groups could not be significantly separated.

He also found

a relationship between the development of dependency patterns and
elevated anxiety values and internalized defenses.

Pomroy and Kogan

(1958) attempted to evaluate the accuracy of the Pa scale, as well as
Welshts AI and IR indices and Pearson's signs, in predicting the response of male V.A. cases to EST.
Finally, experimentation summarized under "Analysis of symptom
formation: psychosomatic relationships" in The Handbook mentions Welsh's
IR and something of PaR:
In the face of the severe limitations on the experimental approaches
to these problems, many workers have resorted to correlational
studies in which not all the variations are produced deliberately
but some are merely noted in the group and collated with other
measures. Thus Brower (1947b, 1948) has combined correlational
and experimental manipulations in his study of cardiovascular
changes. Factor-analytic exploration of the intercorrelations
between various MMPI measures, experi~entally produced indices
of stress, and rating scale data was carried out by Holtzman and
Bitterman (1956). Lewinsohn (1956b) used patients from several
psychosomatic groups as subjects in a study of personality variables, stress conditions, and physiological changes in steadiness,
psychogalvanic response (PGR), salivation, and cardiac measures.
The PaR was also employed by Cofer, Judson, and Weick (1949) and
by Calvin and Hanley (1957) as a measure of reactivity to the
content of M}PI items. Ruesch (1945a, 1945b) studied the relationship of MMPI variables to such physiological features as
ventilation rate or production of lactic acid during work. Greenberg and Gilliland (1952) correlated indices of basal metabolic
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rate and the basic t~I variables. Janda (195'1) used Welsh's
AI and IR indices in a battery of measures to investigate per-sona1ity processes in accuracy of night vision.
One of the advantages brought by the Internalization Ratio of
Welsh is its employment of the major portion of the

}~I

profile.

It

omits scales 6 and 8, but the other six scales along ·filth the K cor-rection factor enter into the index.

Thus, the range is that from the

psychopathic personality of grave character-disorder at one end to the
psychoneurotic at the other, with the more normal in the mid ranges.
The third dimension of the more psychotic is left for the other indices;
there are some theorists who hold these tb be mental cases of organic
defect, so it may be well to have left the psychotic out of the continuurn of personality types.

The 68's or 86's omitted by the IR are spoken of in The Handbook
(p. 198) thus:

Guthrie described the group of medical patients with this profile pattern as prepsychotic with schizoid personality patterns.
They were, however, making a marginal adjustment without hospitalization; physical complaints and preoccupation 'ltTith health may
have served to stabilize their precarious adjustl11ent. They presented a wide variety of complaints which shifted from visit
to visit. They also had many food fads and depended upon patent
treatments and medicines. Their relationships with others were
unstable and characterized by resentment.
In the psychiatric population that they studied, Hathaway
and Heeh1 (195'lb) found the 68 grou-,) large ly composed of psychotics,
the majority being frankly schizophrenic, with a smaller portion
in paranoid states. The most common feature of the behavior of
these patients was the presence of paranoid delusions, but many
of them also showed depression, apathy, irritability, and social
withdrawal. Although they had oonduot or behavior problems,
their difficulties were not the classic sorapes of the amoral,
asooial psychopathic group.
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The studies of Black (1953), Gough (1946) and Hovey (1953) should
be pointed out as having basic import in this personality analysis, for
through checklists and testing of college groups, they have brought the
MMPI to bear upon the probleMs of personality at large, rather than
that it be left simply a tool for psychopathic diagnosis.
The configural analysis, or rather synthesis, which the Internalization Ratio of Welsh affords, then, appears to be of use in evaluating the MMPIJ through the relationship of Welshts Ratio to Cleckley's
overall view of personality types and on the assumption that there is
both oonfiguration in the profile and a hierarchy in human powers, the
MMPI through this measure should provide an insight into emotional
eooentrioity or balance within the personality, and should show how a
person characteristically handles his emotions.

C}!APTER IV
THE HERR-KrpLER prm TEST: REVIEiV' OF THE LITERATURE

The psychoga7vanometer and psychogalvanic response have engaged
the inte-'est of nearly all

expe:~:tmental

psychologists.

A listing of

the experiments and devised tests in the following paragraphs show how
widespread and consuming this interest has been.

Some authors in sum-

marizing experimentation with the PGR speak of much time wasted, as for
example, Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954) and Arnold (1960); yet their
major criticism seems to point more to the ~onrusion in the experimenters' thinking about what emotion is than to any basic flaw in the
PGR itself.
Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954) treat of the apparatus, techniques, stimuli, and response in their Subject Index (p. 924): Galvanic
skin response, GSR, PGTI, EDR; activation; adaptation; advertisements;
alertness; animal; anxiety; apparatus and technique; attention; attitude J autonomic; "bad 1iords II; child; cOJ'lplex indicator ; conditioned
j#

"

,

response; effort; emergency; emotion; expectancy; extinction; Fere and
Tarchanoff effect; free association test; habituation; latency; lie
detection; lir11tations; rnagnitude; mental 'Work; Il'!uscular activity;
palmar; pleasant-unpleasant;

predica~ent;

preparation; significance;

skin conductance; startle; stimulus; stimulus words; strength; sweat.;
sympathetic nerves; tension.
Paging through more books and articles, these other titles and
-29-
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their relationship with PGR might strike our attention: temperature
effects; sleep and wa.ke; group PGR; changes during the day; under
hypnosis J drugs J drink; menstruation; sub-liminal perception.; voluntary
control; external reaction; dream analysis; twins; organic defectives;
hysterics; neuresthenics} psychotics; the insane; personality types;
criminal types; auditory threshold; preference in Trrusic; frustration;
less response with repetition; instincts and sentiments; fear and
surprise; speedy or difficult work; emotional involvement in problem
solving; subjective effort; failure;

stro~g

attitudes; racial or national

bias; hostility; embarrassment; mobilization; anxiety producing stimuli;
threat; anxiety index; ego-strength; internalization; acting out; angerin and anger-out, perseveration; estimate of response; Haggard transformation of score, Rorschach; TAT; MMPI.
AEE!!atus and Technigue

Fare,

the first to publish an article about the PGR (1888),

passed a weak current through electrodes on the forearm.

He had a

galvanometer included in the circuit. His subjects were presented with
stimuli such as the sound of a tuning fork, the sight of colored glass,
or something to smell.

The quick deflection of the galvanometer indi-

cated an increased flow of electrical current resulting from a decrease
in bodily resistance.

Two years later Tarchanoff (1890) reported on a

difference in electrical potential for s.ny two areas of the skin vrhich
may be connected through a galvanometer.

A weak current was found

passing through the galvanometer in a certain direction.

He neutralized
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this current with a weak external current opposed to it so that the
galvanometer was balanced.

Then, a stimulus applied to the subject

would yield a deflection of the galvanometer with a two or three second
latency.

Not only sensory stimuli but shifts in mental activity, he

found, brought about this response.
....

/

Though the names, F'ere effect and the Tarchanoff effect, would
seem to indicate two distinct phenomena, it is generally agreed that
the two men found slightly different ways of measurement. Woodworth
(1938) says that though the effects

diffe~ p~yaically,

tors of the same physiological aotivity.

they are indica-

Tarchanoff's method has been

carried out by Forbes and Bolles (1936), and by Hovland and Riesen
,
(1940) and recently byWilcott, Darrow and Seigel (1957). The Fere
/

Method has been preferred in research:

(Strohl, 1921; Jalnes & ThoulesS',

1926; Hozawa (1928), Gildemeister, 1928.) When the bodily resistance
, ,
has been temporarily reduced the Fere Method ytelds an inoreased flow
of impressed current: (Davis, 1934; Montague, 19SE.)

Polarization is

alleged generally as the cause of the body's normal resistance.
ordinary theory prediots greater polarization with greater
voltage.

An

L~ressed

The "Fare effect" would consist then, in a partial or tempor-

ary depolarization of the cell wall", (especially of the sweat glands)
through which the current is passing.

':he galvanO!1 eter picks up this
l

temporary change as a temporary decrease in bodily resiste.nce (Veraguth,
1909; Jeffress, 1926.)
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Of the three theories proposed in explanation of the eleotrioal
phenomenon the "seoretory" theory with its emphasis on the preseoretory
eleotrioal activities of the sweat glands (McCleary, 1950) and phenomenon
of depolarization, appears to have greater oonfirmation than the muscular theory or the

vascuJ~r

theory.

Both Riohter (1926) and Darrow
,

~

(1937) agreed with D1Arsonval (1882), a oollaborator of Fere, that the
PGR in the action current of Tarohanoff and depolarization of Fere
was a result of sweat gland activity.
(1943) confirmed this as did Goadby

&

Riohter, Woodruff and Eaton
Goadby (1948.)

The effect has been treated through'the years in experiments of
Darrow (192Y), Dysinger (1931), Misbach (1932), Darrow (1932), Syz and
Kinder (1928), Riohter & woodruff (1942), Silverman & Powell (1944),
Wenger

&

Gilohrist (1948), \tJang (1957), and Shackel (1)11;9.)

Williams

(1960) discusses the effect fully, to whose thesis the reader is referred.
liThe Nature and Causation of the Galvanio Phenomena" is the title
of an artiole by Sidio

and

Nelson (1910) and this subject is pursued by

such authors as Uh1enbruck (1924), Richter (1929), Thouless (1929 & 1930),
Langworthy & Richter (1930), McDowall (1933), Darrow (1937), and McCurdy
(1950. )
The neurology of skin conductance is sketched by Woodworth and
Schlosberg (19.54) where, in their short treatment, they say, IIIn so
far as this systenl tends to discharge a8 a unit, the skin conductance
at any point is a measure of sympathetic activity.

As we have already

noted, the sympathetic system is basic to emotion, or more speCifically,
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to activation.
activation. II

Thus the skin conductance is a valuable measure of
Arnold (1960) Mentions the symr:>athetic and the parasympa-

thetic excitatton of the s1-,eat glands and gives the reasons why the
PGR is not as useful as waR once hoped in the differential measure of
specific emotions.

liThe autonomic changes that occur in emotion are

anything but simple. 1I
The phenomenon was called the psychogalvanic reflex by Veraguth
in 1906.

The term] in POH is often taken as "response il rather than

lire flex II , and in th:1.s meaning PGR is perhaps t.he most used among the
other alternatives "galvanic skin responsel! (GSil) as used by Woodworth
(1954) and I'electrodermal response fl (EDR) used in the Psychological

Abstracts

since 1959.

Unit of Measure
One of the major problems involved in the use of the PGR and the
psychogalvanometer is the choice of an adequate 1lllit of measure.

This

is necessary to make the results of different individuals comparable.
It has been established that the magnitude of any individual PGR response
is in part deterzr.ined by the level of "basic resistance" of the subject
at the

tL~e

of the stimulation.

The higher the basic reSistance, the

larger the momentary variations will be.
Because of this, Darrow (1937a) has shwon that if resistance scores
are used, disregarding the level of basic reSistance, the distribution
of scores will be markedly skewed.

Sirnilarly, if conductance change

scores are used, as suggested by Hovland and Re1,en«1940),'Freer.nan-and
- ,-
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Katzoff (1942) and Lacey (1947), a skewed distribution will also result,
since the conductance is simply the reciprooal of resistance. But
gives
Darrow also found that a log conductanoe ohange/a much more normal
distribution.

Sherman and Jost (1942) stated their preference of the

per cent change of resistance.
Haggard (1945, 1946, 1949,) after reviewing, a number of different
methods, found a logarithmic. transformation most useful.

He showed

(1945) that unconverted resistance or conductance scores are inadequate

measures.

The advantages of using

Hagga~dts

transformation are these:

the simplicity of transformation, equal units, and a normal distribution.
The Haggard score is computed by adding an
constant to the log

resistance-oh~~ge

the level of basal resistance.

empirically-dete~dned

score, and dividing the sum by

Since the resulting scores are in

decimals, they can be rmlltiplied by the constant for their removal.
Therefore, the resulting fornula, which is used in this study is:

Sc

Log resistance change! li.. X lOb
• level of basal resistance

Haggard's transformation has been
employed.

~ddely

but not universally

Lacey and Siegel (1949) agreed that either conductance

scores or log conductance scores \'Il'ere sHtisfa.ctory units.
discussion of the appropriate unit Inay be found in Duffy
Haggard

&.

Garner (1 0 46), Lacey (1946), Lacey

8~

Nore of this
&

Lacey (1946),

Siegel (1947), Jones and

Haggard (1948), Copeh1EJ.n (1951), Stevens (1951), Urano

f ...

Tago (1954), and
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Bitterman, Krauskopf & Holtzman (1954).
Painta1 (1951) suggested that the proper unit was the ratio of
the resistance change to the maximum resistance change obtained for
each subject, arguing that these ratios should be preferred to any
transformation scores in which the individuality of the subject was
lost.

Eliott and Singer (1953) have supported Painta1's findings, but

Niim1 and Hashimoto (1953) have continued to use the percentage change
of conductance, while Scho1sberg and Stanley (1953) have preferred the
square root of the conductance.

Nichols

~d

Daroge (1955) have sug-

gested still another method of computing PGR scores, namely:

Score • log

100
(basic) (10o-PRE)

100
(basic) (lOD-Post)

Grant (1956) used analysis of variance tests but found that even
these did not constitute a universally applicable method of analyzing
and oomparing trends in his PGR data. All in all, it is Haggard's
transformation that is used most frequently in published research.
To oover the many and various fields of literature reported it
may be well to pick out the discussions of apparatus used in the PGR.
The

He~sb~psychoga1vanometer

has been constructed in view of the

many instruments built to so measure this effect.

Richter (1927, 1929)

discusses the Tarchanoff effect and the circuits and electrodes used
for this measure.

Jeffress (1928) speaks of the reflex latency
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of between one to three seoonds and has a method of simultaneously
photographing the galvanometer defleotions.

Darrow (1930), Davis and

Porter (1930), Seward and Seward (1934), Forbes and Landis (1935), and
Forbes (1936), all discuss circuits and electrodes and this material is
summarized in Woodworth (1938).

Haggard and Gerbrands (1947), Lacey and

Seigel (1947, 1948), discuss the circuit used in measuring PGR. Armington (1949) speaks of a machine costing $17.00 useful in class demonstration and student employment.

Si1kett and Driscoll (1949), Trueblood

and Grings (1950), Whelan (1950), Flanders (1953), Stewart (1954),
Nich~ls and Dar,oge (1955), Stheingart (1955), Traxe1 (1957), Shacke1

(1957), Levy, Thaler and Ruff (1958) and Lester (1958) all emphasize
new techniques, new methods or new instruments for measuring PGR.
Weisberger's (1951) thesis discusses the Herr psychogalvanometer in
detail.
The discussion of temperature effects is rather lengthy.

To men-

tion one, K1eitman and Ramsaroop (1948) discuss the periodicity in body
temperature and heart rate. Weisberger's (1951) thesis discusses the
effects of temperature in measuring PGR. Sleeping and waking occupy
much discussion.

Farmer and Chambers (1 0 25) say that the skin resistance

is high during sleep and falls again when a person wakes.

Richter

(1926) makes a similar discussion and Jones (1930) showed that it is
the palmar and plantar areas which really manifest the PGR effect during
waking and sleeping.
this same measure.

The leg resistance, for instance, does not show
Landis and Forbes (1933) confirmed this same fact.
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Freeman and Darrow (1935) and Kleitman (1950) discuss this same subjeot
and would indicate that the degree of attention that a person has and

his

physiological state would make quite a bit of differenoe in the

PGR manifested in any kind of testing procedure. An interesting experiment might be that of running several people together in the same circuit;
Hansel (1951) did just this, hooking together many people in parallel
and running the PGR of the group.

Hamaguchi (1948) ran a dispersion on

the pooled momentary reaction potential of a group.

Changes become

evident during the day, and Waller (1919) ,showed that resistance is
high in the morning, low at midday and high again late in the day.
Wechsler (1925) confirmed these findings and also measured the resistance during an arithmetic test.
We have already summarized what Woodworth and Arnold have had to
say on the relationship of emotion and PGR.

In addition, neurological

research using PGR, along with other research measures, has found the
psychogalvanometer a useful bridge from organ to function.

Schoonhoven

(1925), found that measures of blood pressure, pupil diameter and PGR
were not consistent.

A dissertation in a similar vein but employing

color as stimulus was presented by Smith (1958).

General treatments,

for example, the IIperception of autonomic activity" (Mandler, Mandler
and Uviller, 1958), have come from the research of Bard (1934), Liberson

(1949), and Mundy-Castle and McKiever (1953) who report an alpha frequency of EEG corresponding to PGR adaptation rate; also Oopelman (1957).
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LeucotoIny (Ashby and Bassett, 1950), EEG and chlorpromazine (Turner,
Berard, Turner & Franco, 1956), EEG and conditioned reflexes (Novikova
and Sokolov, 1957, who report a relationship of alpha EEG rhythm to
PGR), EEO pattern and ease of elic'1ting PGR (Charan

&

Goldstein, 1957),

and finally, EEG, EMG and POR (Sokolov & }Jikhalevskaia, 1959) have been
a few of the investigations.
The effect of hypnosis on the PGR of the person undergoing it has
been studied by Sears (1932), Davis & Kantor (1935) who say the suggestion makes the difference, Marenina (1949), West, Niell & Har~

(1952) who found PGR to diminish and under deep hypnosis to disappear,
and Sears & Beatty (1956).
Along with the reports of lessened PGR after repetition of stimuli
are studies on the day after day habituation, on preparation and trials,
and on adaptation.

Examples of these are Farmer & Charr~ers (1925),

Porter (1938), Conklin (19 51), Fraisse & Jampolsky (1952), Niimi and
Hashimoto (1953), Bassett & Ashby (1954), Mundy-Castle & McKiever (1952),
Novak, Moriarty, Koltuv & Welsh (1956), Grings & O'Donnell (19 56), and
Grings & Shmelev (1950).

Cardu (1954) empJ..oyed PGR clinically as a

measure of emotional difficulty.

He found PGR to grow best by repetition.

Drug effects and PGR have been studied rather thoroughly.

The

drug effect has been produced by tea (Stanley & Schlosberg, 1953), near
or real beer (McDonnell & Carpenter, 1959), alcoholic beverages (Carpenter, 1957), wine, whiskey and alcohol (Greenberg & Carpenter, 1957),
Atropin (Mall, 1936), chlorpromazine (Clerc, Turner & Berard, 1956),
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tranquilizing drugs (Mitchell, 1958), menthylpentynol (Bartholomew,
Franks & Marley, 1958), L.S.D. 25 (Vinar, 1958) and electroconvulsive
shock, Heistad, lIJ58).

Cattell (1929) says that the deflections of

the galvanometer are decreased through fatigue, depression, alcohol,
morphine, chloroform, ether, and during menstruation.
Studies in alertness, expectancy, suggestion, instructions, set,
and attention have been done by Darrow & Heath, (1932), Switzer (1933),
Bagchi

&.

Greenwald (1937), Girdem (1952), Coppock (1955), otani (1955),

Kehres (1956) and Stukat (1958).

Sublim~a1

perception has found its

indicator through PGR in the research of McCleary & Lazarus (1949),
Lazarus

&

McCleary (1951), Lowenfeld, Rubenfeld

&

Guthrie (1956), and

Dixon (1958).
Conditioned response and PGR make a natural combination.

Some of

the articles dealing with research in this field are the following:
Langfeld (1931), Hovland (1937), Cook & Harris (1937), Grant & Schneider
(1947), Gladstone, Yamaguchi, Hull
Gladstone

&

&

Felsinger (1947), Hull, Fe1singer,

Yamaguchi (1947), Grant & Schneider (1949), Grant, Meyer

and Hake (1950), Longenecker, Krauskopf & Bitterman (1952), Moeller
(1952), White & Schlosberg (1952), Wickens, Schroder & Snide (1954),
Bitterman, Reed & Kubala (1953). Grant & Schiller (1953), Meritser and
Doerfler (1954), Moeller (1954), Bierbaum (1955), Gordon (1955),
Terekhova (1958), Alexander (1958), Chaiklin (1958), and Doerfler and
Kramer (1959).

Coppock & Chamber (1959) have developed an interesting
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view: tlGSR conditioning: 8.n illustration of useless distinction between
"types" of cond:it5_oning." These experiments in conditioning, together
with~the

use of

t~e

PGR in lie detection, usually make up the core of

discussions in the general psycho:: og;) text books when they deal with
PGR.

Research in the above mentioned lie detection, outside of that

mentioned in liThe Police Gazette," has been carried on by Rao (1946),
Rouke & Kubis (1948), Block, Rouke, Salpeter, Tobach, Kubis & Welsh
(1952), Guertin

& ~lilhelm

(1954), Iwahara, Miseki, Shiokawa

&

Yoshida

(1955) and Block (1957).
The question of voluntary control over PGR is of high theoretical
interest.

Some bit of the research is included in the work summary of

Cattell (1929).

Other stUdies are those of Abramowski (1913), Hudgins

(1933), and Noble (1950).

"The hypothesis which seems to the present

writer :'10St apt to the facts 1.8 that the deflection is proportional to
the act of suppression which the ego finds it necessary to exercise upon
the impulse aroused.

The psychogalvanometer can therefore be used as

a measure of the strength of the impulses, of will acts, and of the
confliot between them ll (Cattell, 1936).
Muscular activity and physical effort induce changes in PGR.
Measures of such changes have been made by Starch (1910), C1aparede
(1924), Seward & Seward (1934), Essen & Hansen (1940), Ryan & Ranseen
(1944), and Heinze (1955).

"Environmental factors have greater impor-

tance than the hereditary ones," says Ohira (1956) in a study of twins.
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Children have come in for study by ..Tones (1930

&

1950) and Veinger (1950).

Redlich (19L:1) reported on a method of differential diagnosis of
organic ano hyste:2ical anesthesia Hi th the aid of the PGR.

ether

studieS in organic defects and de. 'ectives have been done through the
years cy Vigouroux (187?), Prideaux (1921), Lacy, Steige1 & Stuckey
P&~e1

(1948), Lacey, Siegel & Siegel (1949),

& Barclay (1959).

Various mental states ha1"€ been tested through PC:R studies: the
neuroses.(Shjrokov, 1937; Venab1es,
~~d ~ouke,

Pfeiffer

~

1(55)s the psychoses (Hooh, Kubis
St~wart,

1944; Painta1, 1951 & 1952;

Winokur, Stern, Goze,

Hornung, 1(59); mental deficiency and IQ level (0 'Connor and

Venables, 1956; Irwin, Hind G: Aronson, 1957; Ellis

&

Sloan, 1956; Pryer

and Ellis, 1(59); various personality types (Marinesco, Copelman and
St&nescu, 1937; Champion, 1950; Bitterman & Holtzman, 1952; Efron, 1954;
Grant, 1956; Ohira, 1 0 58; and Grant, 1957).
,',

Animal PGR for comparison and for neurological research has undergone th1:l scrutiny of Wang &" Richter (1928), Wang, Pan
lfang

&

Lu (1930), Knauf (195L), Haggard

and Brown (1956), I'lang

&

Brown

(1956~

&

& Lu'

(1929),

Thompson (1954), "'/ang, Stein

1957), and Shak1ee (1957).

Auditory acuity and the study of deafness has found an important
research tool in the POR:

Crombs (1938), Michels & Randt (1947),

Dreher (194A), Doerfler (1948), Davis (1948), Knapp & Gold (195o),
Littman (1949), Hovland (1949), Bord1ey & Hardy (1949), Doerfler and
McClure (1954), Stewart (1954), Goldstein, Polito-Castro & Daniels
(1955), Aronson (1957), Hind (1958), Buok (1958), Aronson, Hind and
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Irwin (1058), Hanely, Tiffaney

&

Grtl..'lgard (1958), Rosenblat, Hilger

and Goldstein (1959), Grings, Lowell & Rushford (1959).

TvJO

at udies

concerning preferences in music were done by Henkin (1957) and Traxel
and Wrede (19.1)0).

Preferences in advertising: Eckstrand, Gordon and

Gilliland (19h8) and Golin

&

Lyerly (1950).

Particular studies in emotion and PGR have been very numerous.
Some of these are listed below: frustration (Freeman, 1940; Jost: 1941;
Sterman
~'",

&

Je"8t, 1942; Thiesen

1957; Flanagan

&

~'.

Meister, 1949; Thetford, 1952; Schwartz,

Herr, 1959); instincts and sentiments (Shock & Coombs.t
;

~

1 q 37;

Turner, 1954; Ader, 1959); Dleasant-unpleasant (Dysinger, 1931;

Reich, 1950); fear An.d anxiety (Bayley, 1928; 1<Telch

&.

Kubis, 19L7; Welch,

Livingston & Kubis, 10 47; Coppock, 1949; Schiff, Dugan, Livingston and
Welch, 1949; Ax, 1951; Berry & Martin, 1957); anger (Funkenstein, King
and Drolette, 1953); speedy or difficult work (Sears, 1933; Fraisee and
Bloch, 1957); mental w:prk: abilities (insj.€"ht) (Prideaux, 1920; Bartlet.t,
19,27; Patterson, 1930; Ca.rter, 1950,; Kurners, 1954); emotional involvel"ent in problem solving (driving, flying) (Huseman, 1955; Bu1ber, 1957;
Venables, 1956),; subjective effort (stress) (Lanier, 1941; Ho1tzrrBn
and Bitterman, 1954; Baker & Taylor, 19,L; Raphe1son, 1957); attitude
and strong attitude (racial or national bias) (Wiener, Sa1peter, Tobach,
Wineburg & Welch, 1952; Cooper

&

Singer, 1956; Cooper!r. Siegel, 1956);

failure-success (Procter, 1953; Mizushima, 1954); vision, (Wagner, 1950);
predicament (Abel, 1930);

emb~assment

(Dittes, 1957); mobilization -

expectancy-actuation (Darrow, 1936-37; Freeman, 1940; Burdick & Burnes,
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19:;(; Cswald,

195(~;

Eerlin, 1( 58); threat (defense, avoidance) (rlcGin-

nies, 191t9-50; Novak, Hayes, Goodman

&

Welch, 195;;; Sines I 1S"57);

startle-surprise (Patterson, 1930; Steinberg, 1949; Howes & Solomon,
1950); anxiety producing stilculi l Ta:'"lor, 1')50; Silverrr.an, 1760); pain
(Dennard, 1 0 50; F"urer
Behr, Preber &

tr".

Hardy, 19;>0; Clausen, Gjesvik

Silvers~iold, 1~)55;

&

Urdal, 1953;

Clausen, Urdal & Gjesvik, 1955;

" j acting out (Barratt, 1959);
Fu:iiki, Sadakata, Saito & Endo, 1958)
induced-tension (Staudt

8~

Kubis,

1~)48;

Lo.ndis

&: ~~1IDt,

193b; Bloch,

1952a & b,; Kushner, 1955)
Some excellent studies have been done in the nature of emotion
through means of PGR resea.rch.

Some of the most significant writers

are these: (Wells, 1924; Thouless, 1925; Ave ling , 1926; Syz, 1926;
Landis & DeWick, 1929; LandiS, 1930; Duffy, 1934; Hasserman, 1941;
Arnold, 1945 & 50; Leeper, 19L8; Lindsley, 1951).

Arnold (1960) has

this' to Bay in her sUTmnary:
In addition, we have suggested on the basis of neurophysiological
evidence that the PGR accompanies any impulse to action, voluntary or involuntary, deliberate or emotional. The reaction to
sensory stimulation, as well as startle and various emotions, are
all accon~anied by psychogalvanic deflections. These will be
largest when there is a sudden impulse to action (e. g., in
startle).
Since all action impulses, including ertlotions, are accompanied by psychogalvanic responses, the arr~iguous results of
stUdies in the PGR are easily explained. Sudden emotion is a
strong impulse to action; hence the ear1y positive results are
explained. But startle is an even stronger motor Lr.pulse, which
seems to account for the fact that the taboo words used by Syz
produced such strong deflections. '\1hen a man I s name is called
unexpectedly, he is startled and gets ready for action, which
explains why his own name usually brings about the strongest
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1'G0. oJ: all.
Peterson an-'. ,Jung (1;07)

~oncei'led

t:hat pm;. !!light rake a good

"co;nplex iL,Jjcato:c' ,I , along with 81m,; ver"oal reaction; and their results

Gatisfied thel') that such \-lat1 the case.
measurG,

fOUIld

:·,-eisg2roer

(1951) using a

PGrl

that his rem.:lts did not verify the theory tr...at per-

severation depends ..:n a ger:eral tendency of the nervous system to persist
in activity in regal"! to either conscious perseverativ€ phenonena or
the autonoli.ic system.

The magnit.ude of PGI
and Nober (195C).

viaS

subjected

1::0

experiments by Darrow

Latency received treatrr.ent by David

F'elsinger, Gladstone, YaIllB.guchi

(192?)

(1930) and

& Hull (1947). Stimuli, especially

stimulus \-TordS, have been treated by such eminent people as Wells &
Forbes (1911), Smith (1922), Ds.rrow (1929), Jones & 1:Jechsler (192£) ,
Eaggarci & Jones (191a) , Kubis (1948), Johnson (1951), Vail (1955),

.Tacoos (1955) and Sutton (19Sl').

These studies have direct bearing on

the present research in "l-lrlich sixteen erotiona11y

~.joned~Tords

are used.

The projective test and PGE !,ave ceen inter-related by Fisher and
Abercror.,bie (lS:J)) End Fisher (19se); lJUI'oueh figure drauing, Fisher
(1959); through the Rorschach: Kubis I Roehrlell, We1chand & Fisiehe11i

(1946), Levy (1948), Frost (1946), Levy (1950), Niimi, Hashimoto,
1~ochizl:.ki,
l(o~;t

Chno (19$6) and Heissner (19:::C).
apropos to personality- testing tr.rough the PGI{, including

the Herr-Kobler PGR test itself, are studies done by Carter

(1947),
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Cofer (lQl,8), Hsn (ICSl), Albrecht (1952), Herr (1953), Herr

&:

Kobler

(1953, 1(57), Yehres (]058), Cabanski (195tl) and "Tilliams (1960).

The

application of PGR testing to the clinical intervievl, pers(,nality typing
and psycho-therap;r 1s in the forefront of

roR research today. NaIl

(1936) mentions the possibility following Veraguth's lead, and more
recently we have the works of Golla (1948),

Neuma~~

(1050), Van dar Valk 8t Groen (1950), Rankin

&

(1956), Tlittes (1957) J Gordon,
Ackerly

l:,

~1artin &.

(1950), Seymour

CaJlrpel1 (1955), Martin

Lundy (1959) J Learmonth,

Kaplan (1959), ar;d Martin, Lund::r

&

Lewin (196,0).

Good suwmaries of work done with PGR occur in Landis (1935),
Cattell (1936), Woodworth (1938), McCleary (1956), Woodworth and
Schlosberg (1954) and in the theses at Loyola University, such as those
of Weisgerber (1951), Albrecht (195211957), Kehres (1956), Cabanski
(1958) andWi11iarns (1960).

11-

This research will be detailed in Chapter

CHAPTER V
THE PROBLEM: PURPOSE, METHOD, HYPGTHESIS

furpose
We are here attempting a measurement of personality in the more
or less restricted area of emotional control.

The measures used are

those of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, which is widely
used and fairly well standardized, and the Herr-Kobler Psychogalvanometric Test, which employs sixteen

emotio~lly-toned

words and for the

present purposes is to be compared with and validated by the MMPI.

The

specific comparison is founded on Welsh's Internalization Ratio which
covers six of the nine MMPI scales, and the PGR Ratio, which is based
on nine responses out of the sixteen elicited through the emotionallytoned words.

Thus the MMPI in general and its use in the "Assessment

of Emotional Controll! in particular will be discussed, especially giving
the reasons for the selection of Welsh's Internalization Ratio; so too
does the PGR in general and the Herr-Kobler paR Test in particular merit
discussion, and especiallY the selection of the PGR Ratio in its correlation with the MMPI IR.

The application of the use of such testing

towards assessment of candidates for the religious life and the priesthood needs no thorough discussion at this point, but its practical import
should be mentioned.

The possible contribution of the Herr-Kobler paR

Test to the detailed formulation of a consistent personality theory,
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however, ought to be assessed.
Method I
APE!ratus
A moving ooil galvanometer with photographio registration was
used.

Changes in ourrent flow acoompanying the various responses were

computed from records on whioh were written the ohms resistance before
the stimulus and the ohms resistanoe after the maximum drop.

From

these measures it was possible to oompute ohange in ohms resistance,
ohange in conduotance, and to refer both
values.

~f

these to the basic resistance

The verbal responses were recorded in writing, the reaction

times through photographic recording.
The Loyola Psychogalvanometer (Herr-Osborn, 1953) was built with
the special object of having a control over the amount of current through
the subject during the

measure~ent ofhl~

galvanic reflex.

The tradi-

tional 1I 0pen " type of bridge circuit always demands that different amounts
of ourrent flow through the different subjects, depending upon the amount
of their basic bodily resistance.

Thus the comparison of one person's

reflex with another was difficult or even meaningless without some
complex transformation.

Moreover, the open bridge will deliver so high

a current to some low-resistanoe subjects that they become conscious
of the ourrent and the whole purpose of the study of the reflex is lost.
The main difficulty in the construction of this instrument comes
from the fact that the IImoving coil" galvanometer has to be oritically
damped, or else the swings of the beam will not refleot changes in current
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with the proper sequences of time-relations. Woodworth (1938) makes no
rrention of this difficulty when he describes the "closed" type machine,
but he is not really discussing the galvanometer -- rather only the
resistances in the various arms of the bridge.

Having achieved a "con-

stant current" through S when balanced, we now have variations in voltages but, within the ranges described in the following setup, these do
not cause any notable d:tfficulty.
The moving coil unit is produced by the G-M Laboratories.

It is

of the d'Arsonval Type, very sensitive and; yet very rugged, with a period
of L sec., and sensitivity per
0.06 microamperes.

:rm1.

division of scale 160mm. frOH Flirror:

Internal resistance of the moving coil is 100 ohms.

External resistance needed for critical damping is 1000

o~s.

The unit is very easy to mount, since the arms of the magnets have
flanges on which the 'Vlhole suspension hangs.

The knob on top of the

:.

unit is adjustable for the zero point, up to 30 degrees either way.

The

total svling is in angular deflection 40 degrees and in reflected light,
80 degrees, this last being rarely usable with photographic paper but
very useful for visual recording.
The construction of the bridge descri.bed below merely requires
precision coils (load 1/2 watt) for the fixed arms, and equally graduated
steps in the two variable resistors, steps of 5000 ohms for the master,
and 500 for the vernier.
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I I I

+

I~-----------<

l,oyola. Psychogi1val i ometer Figure

4.

Since current through bridge is constant at all times, critical
damping avoids all "free swings" of the coil due to its own proper
period of 4" and hence the deflections are true pictures of changes in
S.

(Hence also the peculiar ratios).

Copper electrodes 1/2 x 1-1/2"wet'e

immersed in 0.1 N saline solution in cups, to be stirred at intervals of
ten minutes.

Total current through the bridge when balanced • 0.000160

amp. (160 microamps.)

The measured change in current through "S" for a

drop of 350 ohms is one (1) microampere increase.
vary with his R.

Voltages across S

An S of 5,500 owe has only 0.88 volts, whereas one of

50,000 ohms gets 8.0 volts.

Mean R for this setup is 30,000 ohms; such

a subject gets 4.80 volts, an optimum.

An elaborated discussion of this

type machine and its use may be found in Weisgerber's (1951) thesis.
SU,!?jects
Twenty-two female subjects were tested, their Mean Age 26.1 years,
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ranging from 17 to

43.

These

MMPI in its booklet form.

subjects were interviewed and given the

Actually there were a number of other potential

subjects who went through this preliminary part of the testing but were
not able to appear at the laboratory for the PGR Test.

The twenty-two

who 'vere abJ e to appear and be persuaded to take the second test ther:1selves provided IR scores which range from top to bottom on that particular scale.
test.

The

This fact helped in the estimation of limits on the second
subjects were tested on PGR on afternoons or in early even-

ings in a small, quiet room with the temperature varying from 70 to

75

degrees F.
The Stimulus List
Each subject was given the same list of words a.nd required to
respond in the usual manner of free association, i.e. "what you first
think of.1I The list was especially prepared for testing the strength of
the

e~otional

responses.

inserted a neutral word.

After each emotionally-toned word there was
Four or five additional bu:rfer words were used

befere each measured session in order to test the constancy of the basic
resistance during the adaptation period.

The time required for the

actual testing, with the buffer, emotional and non-emotional words, was
on the average thirty minutes.
presentation are:

The emotionally-toned ,vords in order of

Sick, high, love, afraid, sin, closed., hospital,

ashamed, sex, open, pain, God, sweetheart, trouble, church and breast.
The buffer words were identical with those used previously in the HerrKobler, Cabanski and Williams experiments.

Albrecht's theses (1952 and
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1957) are worth consulting concerning the responses to words.
Computation

The Haggard transformation makes it possible to compare the results
with the results obtained by Herr and Kobler (1953 & 1956), by Cabanski
(1958) and by Williams (1960), all of whom used tQe Haggard scores.
transformation actually used is:
This is the same as the

for~ula

The

1071
Score • _log
." resistance ~rAn~e-l.74
10
X
basic l{ :3istance level

used by Herr-Kobler since the mean drops

per basic were approximately the same •." The criteria which Haggard suggests for the use of the transformAtion are (1) normalcy of distribution
of transformed scores -- this criterion is met; and (2) independence of
basics -- this also was met.
The scoring of the l-JMPI was carried out manually through the use
of the standard IBM score sheets and correction stencils.

An advantage

of the Welsh Internalization Ratio derives from the fact that the ordinary
"profile 1/ provides its measure.
1.00.

'l'he norm for the IR is theoretically

The PGR Ratio is derived from the transformed scores for five

of

the word;:; (high, closed, open, pain and God) divided by scores for four
of the words (sick, sweetheart, trouble and church).

Ratios for normals

run between 0.80 and 1.00 as gathered from previous studies.

Hypothesis
Herr and Kobler (1953

&

1956) devised a "test" with emotiona11y-

toned words used as "stimuli" to gain "responses." The responses
followed the instruction tio "give the fir;:.,t word that comes to mind
as quickly as possible. II

The psychogalvanic skin response was employed
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as a measure of change and internal, emotional response.

Nornal groups

and diagnosed neurotics were tested, and a ratio score devised, using
certain high response words as criteria.
psychoneurt'~ics

criminated

and norH,.als.

The test on this basis disThe Ni1PI

l'laS

used as one of the

measures of neuroticism.
Cabanski (loS8)

~ade

a comparison of the.PGR responses gained from

the test of tlTenty college students, against the MMPI Anxiety Index
(AI)

fro~

the same subjects.

more specific analyses.

He did not ewp10y the POR Ratio for his

l,\!illiaPls (1960) nn the Taylor Manifest Anxiety

Scale (derived fron a part. of the Mr-'lPI) against the POR Ratio, employing
seminar1anr, as subjects.
toned words

sho~~d

The mean responses to the sixteen emotionally-

a close correspondence with responses reported in the

previous studies.
These studies show that the POR Test affords a measure of personality factors or tendencies, and from the results of the Herr-Kobler
expet1.ments a person ..,ouIe. wonder why the Cabanski ar,d 1'JilliaPls compar:tsons failed to shol-T the correspondence of

Anxie~

,ri th POR Ratic..

haps this could r.e the result of inadequate "anxiety" measures.

PerPerhaps

the POR Ratio measures something more emotionally significant than
"anxiet.y. If
T~~ ~~~

Strength measure of Barron might be a better indicator of

"control of el'l"oM.on" than the Anxtety Index, B.nd better yet, the MMPI
Interna1:1.M.t:ion Ratio of Welsh seems to show a characteristic way that a
person handles his emotions.

The data (Table

1) of Herr-Kobler and
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Cabanski, so treated, shew a positive correlation of high PGR Ratio with
high IR.

(l-T1.11iaT'1s did not use the whole of the MMPI and thus no IR is

available. )
__

~_~.

___,._._.___._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _0_·___
• ____- - - -

Table 1
Comparison of MHPJ internalization ratio
1'l1.eans and POR ratio means of three studies
Study

Year

paR R

----------------_.-_.
Herr-Kobler
1.28
1956

MMPI IR

-,.....,...-~--..--

MMPI AI

1.17

84

Herr-Kobler

1953

1.19

1.09

93

Cabanski

1958

.95

.84
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With this observation of a trend, PGR R with MMPI TR, further
experimentation and a testing for limits seem :in order.
of the present experiment affirms a

correlat~i

The hYrothesis

on between the MMPI IR of

Welsh and the Herr-Kobler PGR Ratio; furthermore on the basis

of'

the

experimenter's previous use of the PGR with female subjects the correlation should be negative, contrary to the positive correlation of the
data listed above.

Such a hypothesis would be in accord with the dif-

ferent responses which men and women gtve to the word association tests.
An added hypothesis would he that the Mean response for the women should
be similar to that of the men; the same should hold for the ranks of the
mean responses to the words, i.e. that the rank coefficient of correlation
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should be higb when run against the data of Herr-Kobler, Cabanski
and Williarls.
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or sone other kip..d

c:~

response in the norrr,uls. II

The ratio uaa that of

tho five 1Tords' response divided by the four words' response.

Other

measures were applied as i1el1, such as a. cor'lparison of' responses to the
buffer :·rc::-r.s, a ccmpar::son
F,ore to

g~.ve

c:

nUF~ber

of blccks, i.e. fou::' E'eccndr: or

a response to the sti!':',ulu8 vIerd, and also the nUJ71ber of

zero PGR's to stipuli.

Cabanski (1 0 58) and 11illiams (1960) tested varieus possibilities
and appeared to hav-e def1.ned r;;o;-;e of the linits that th1.s PGR. Test. can

reach in asscssinr such a vague fa.cter

po.. s ~l'L"ciet.y.

v!eisgerber' S

1-:01'k

(1954) on perseveration erased rr1any quesu.ons that could bE' w·r::tt.ten on
temperature effects, the physical emrironment and the use of the PGR.

Kehres (]05(,) E;Jrpl('rec? the poss:5b:tl:ities of hara~sment of the Bubje~t
(and indirect1y the effect of rapport betwpen S and E) in the tat<-ing
of the Herr-Kobler

PG~

Test.

Al1 of this experir::entat:toll

h8S

c1irE?ct

bearing on the Ferr-Kobler PGR Test,; but froYf the l:i.tel'ature cited In
this thesls the "l<mrk of rr.en such as CattelJ and Pa:ln-Lal ane

V8Bt

I'urnbers

of others has indirect bearing.
In an experiment prior to the present one, several factors t-vere

studied.
Hom~ver,

Ten subjects ware run through 'the Herr-Kohler PCP Test.
to some sub,jects the etis (}arnJ"a IQ Test wa.s given orall;y- and

in part. ins+ r'ef'ore the sixteen e"o'tion.al1y-toned words, and
subjects, just after.

SOJ'l'lE'

~,lith

other

subjects were given the approving nod of the

experimenter, others were subjected to his fro-wn throue;hout the test.
Later each subject went through the otis Test in 't>Jriting.

The hypothesis
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among other factors, have profound influence.

Since he had done a good

deal of counseling of working girls, he saw the advantage of further
validating this test through the use of a homogeneous group of female
subjeots.

They would not be dependent upon their parents at home, nor

upon some such institution as a jailor mental hospital.

They would be

earning their liVing, managing their own lives, neither married nor
belonging to a religious order.

This factor of independence would make

the girl a more apt subject, free to express her mind and heart.

Since

the Herr-Kobler paR Test had been run on men, would it not be interesting
to compare the results from a group of women?

These were the main

questions raised by the preliminary experiment attempted in January,
1961.

The present experiment was set up with the hope of answering these

and other questions.

CHAPTER VII
THE MAIN EXPERIMENT: RESULTS

PGR Ratio Analysis
In the Herr-Kobler (1953) experiment, ratio scores were suggested
as possible indicators of differences between the normals and the neurotics.

These scores were computed by

div~ding

the mean or median score

for the words high, closed, open, pain and God by the mean or median
score for the words sick, sweetheart, trouble and church.

The mean

ratio score for the neurotics of 1953 was ;1.19 and that for the 1956
sample, 1.28.

Mean ratios for norn\als were 0.80 and 0.e2, respectively.

Also, in 1953 there was significant difference between these two indices,
that for the neurotics and that for the norrr.als.

It was slightly more

significant in the Herr-Kobler 1956 sample: taking a ratio of 1.00 as
the cutting point, 71 per cent of the neurotics were designated as
neurotic, Whereas 83 per cent of the normals were classed as normal.
These mean ratios distinguished the groups at a fairly high level of
efficiency. (For the comparison of means, see the Appendix, Fig.

5).

Welsh Internalization Ratio of the MMPI
Welsh's Internalization Ratio was rather fully described in the
Basic Readings on the MMPI (1956), and evaluated as useful in the assessment of "tendencies on the one hand to internalize difficulties and
suffer distress, somatic symptoms and self-excoriation, and on the other
hand to externalize problems by acting out, projecting and disowning"
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in the MMPI Handbook (1960).

Lower values of his ratio are indicative

of poor control and direct, overt expression of emotional difficulties.
His index gives a theoretical value of 1.00 for normals.

Scores are

computed by the following formula using the T-score values of the
appropriate scales:
IR •

Hs + D + Pt •
Hy + Pd + Ma

1+ 2+ 7
3 + L+ 9

This IR of Welsh seems to eBow a characieristic way that a person handles
his emotions.
The data of Herr-Kobler and Cabanski, treated to yield the MMPI IR
as well as AI (Anxiety Index), shows a
with Internalization Ratio.

pos~tive

correlation of PGR Ratio

Corresponding to these data, the present

study yielded an average PGR Ratio of 1.05, and an MMPI IR of 0.90, and
an MMPI AI of 60.

These results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
PGR R, MMPI IR and AI mean score of previous
studies compared with the present study

Study

Year

PGR R

MMPI IR

MMPI AI

Herr-Kobler

1956

1.28

1.17

84

Herr-Kobler

1953

1.19

1.09

93

Hoene

1961

1.05

0.90

60

Cabanski

1958

0.95

0.84

45
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The overall product-moment correlation of MMPI IR and PGR R for
the present study is -0.,7 (n-o.83).
Table 3.

Following

r'~cne'mar's

This correlatj.on is shown in

(19,6) illustration of analysis of variance,

the correlation ratio is significant at or beyond the 0.0, level, but not
at the 0.01 level.

The significance of the linear correlation is at or

beyond the 0.01 level.

Testing for linearity of regressj.on, the values

do not approach the 0.0, level by half, the hypotheSis of linearity is
not disproved (the null hypothesis is not rejeoted.)

Thus, the corre-

lation coefficient may be suitable, the function may be linear, and the
personality factors
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measured and

expres~ed

may be thought of as

lying on a continuum.
To test the possibility of other scales of the MMPI being more in
accord with the PGR Ratio, the Anxiety Index of Welsh and the Ego Strength
Scale of Barron were scored and tabulated (Table 4).

The Anxiety Index

had some small correspondence (-0.,6) with the PGR Ratio, where the
IR and PGR is -0.83, oalculated by rank correlation.
The ES scale showed little (+0.17) correlation with the POR Ratio
(Table

5), and not muoh (+0.,,) with the Internalization Ratio. It did

not appear to correspond with the experimenter's judgment of the subjects,
based on his interviews •. The IR appears to be best associated with the
PGR Ratio, for the PGR R with the AI is -0.,6, with the Fro it is -0.",
with Pt it is -0.,1, with Age it is

-C~"

with Si it is -0.37, with R

it is -0.34, with A it is -0.22, with F it is +0.06, with Mf it is
+0.07, and with ES it is -0.17.
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Table 3
Scattergram correlation and rank correlation of
IR and PGR R, with tests of significance
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Table 4
Rank correlation of PGR It, AI and ES; with IH

IR

.69
.71
.72
.73
.76
.82
.85
.85
.87

.8e

.89
.91
.91
.91
.93
.97
.98
1.00
1.04
1.07
1.09
1.23

Rank r

PGR R

AI

ES

2.07
1.25
3.50
1.11
2.99
.73
1.38
.73
1.13
.79

26
32

76
69
56
48
62

.58

1.58
.66
.65

.56

.71

.B1

.60
.28
.47

.42

.37

-0.83

44

56
55
51

49

64

85
109

50
53
51
64
58
53
43
64
32
24
41
64
65
41
41

+0.75

+0.55

33
52
49
57
38
58
98
48
84
94
104
50

55

64

Table

S

Correlation of scores 1"!entioned:in text with the

PGn

~1atio

scores of

22 women
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The hypothesis that female subjeots would have scores of IR and

(1\ -0.83 by

PGR R with high negative correlation was borne out
oorrelation).

rank

There was the further hypothesis that Rank Coefficient

of Correlation should be high for responses to the various words, run
against the data of Herr-Kobler, Cabanski and Williams.
true.

This holds

The coefficient of Herr-Kobler with \Jilliarhs was 0.90, with

Cabanski 0.80 and with the present data 0.7 8 • The correlation of Cabanski with Williams was 0.94, and of Cabani3ki with the present stU::1Y

0.87.

The correlation of the Williams group with the present study

was 0.85 (Table 6).

Taole 6
Rank correlations of four studies based on mean
response to the 16 emotionally-toned words

Herr-Kobler

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

open
church
siok
hith
hospttRl
pain
closed
trouble
afraid
sweetheart
God
ashamed
sex

11. sin
15. love

Cabanski

1
4
10

Hoene

1
3

4

(,

8
6

S

2

3
2
1:"

11
12
7
Q

15
13
16

14

16. hreast.

Williams

4
5
7
10
:2
9
II

15
13
14
liS

1

12

5
7

2

6

3
9
8
10
11

14

15
16
13

C and W .94
C and Ii
.87
HK and H
Wand Ii
.85
Response means in the ranks are ordered from small to large.
HK and W
1TIr and C

.90

.80
.78
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Since the female subjects yielded scores on the Internalization Ratio
from very high to very low, an analysis of this group in the threefold
separation of the low five, middle twelve and the high five subjects,
yielded the following correlations: the low IR scoring group with HerrKobler, 0.62J the high scoring group with the same, 0.76; the middle
group, 0.70; the middle scoring group with Cabanski was 0.91 (Table 7).
Table 7
Subjects grouped as top, middle and bottom,
based on mean PGR ratio scores
22 Women

PGR R

MMPI IR

Top
5
Middle 12
Bottom 5

2.18
0.86
0.43

0.72
0.90
1.09

MMPI AI
43
58
81

and correlated by groups, with Herr-Kobler and
Cabanski groups in PGR mean response to 16 words:
H-K C
1 1
2 4
3 10
4 6
5 5
6
3
7 2
8

8

9 II
10 12
11 7
12 9
13 15
14 1.3
15 16
16 14

Low Mid. High
- 1

2

8

4

16
2
4
.3
5
6
7
12
10
11
9
13

13
7
6
1
5
3
10
11
9

15

14

14

8

15
12
16

3
1
7
6
10

4

11
2
9
5
8

1.3

14

16
15
12

HK and H low
HK and H mid.
HK and H high

.62
.70
.76

C and H mid.
H low and H high

.91
.49
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These correlations indicate that women as well as men find the sixteen
emotionally-toned wordS, and the whole test, for that matter, geared to
their personalities in the same way overall.

This is borne out again

by the similarity of mean responses where the Herr-Kobler mean was 30),
the Cabanski mean, 443, the Williams mean, 342,and the present mean
340 (Table 8).
Table 8

A comparison of the mean PGR values for the
sixteen stimulus words as reported in four
different studies
::

:=

Study
Herr-Kobler
Cabaruski
Williams
Hoene

:

,

Stimulus Word Mean
303
443
342
340

The "neurotics" of the groups for men and women have differing sconsJ
the middle groups are homogeneous through comparison of Cabanski's
group with the present and with the reported mean PGR R of 0.81 for the
Herr-Kobler normal groups.
With the realization that top and bottom groups of five scored
equally on the word pain, a ratio of log PGR to four (not five) words
divided by four words was tried.

This yielded a series of ratios for
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the twenty-two subjects which correlated with the IR at a value of

-0.83, the same as did the old ratio series.
A perusal of the peaks on the profiles led the investigator to try
a new scale as a substitute for the IR.
I~I

The study of large numbers of

profiles of women, college students and working girls, showed a

high Ma and a low Si SCOre to be associated with the "acting out" IR
(low value), and vice versa for the internalizing IR (high value).

A

selection of twenty profiles from a Loyola University set of MMPI's
through matching for the top, middle and

~ottom

scores of the twenty-

two women yielded a comparable group (Table 9). When compared for the
Ma and Si phenomenon a noticeable similarity appeared.

Thus, using a

computation of addition for all Ma scores over 50, all Si scores below
~, alid

subtraction of all Ma scores below

50

ratio was developed (here named the Fh Ratio).
with the IR Ratios of these subjects.

and 8i's above, a new
This correlates -0.83

It correlates +0.66 with the

Herr-Kobler PGR Ratio, and +0.75 with the new PGR ratio suggested above.
The Fh R has' the advantage of simple calculation, based on the 9 and 10
scores only, that is, Ma and. 8i.

Table 9
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Comparison of working girls with college women,
showing similar configurations following similar IR' s
(T)

L

F

K

1

100 - - - - - - - - - - - MMPI profile
95 22 working girls
Mean TIt • 0.90

90
85
80
15
70
65
60

2
~

3

4

5

-6

7

8

9

o

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mean AI • 0.60

•

•

\

~.

.

55

,so

"j

.

)L-~'

"

45
40
35
30

(T)

100 95
90

85
80

~I-p;ofiie-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

20 colle~e women

Mean IR .. 0.93
Mean AI • 0.54

__ ,otl

15
10
65
60

•

55
50

45

I-

L

~

F

K

1

3

4

6

7

8

9

(0:14

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSImm AND DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that the way people handle their emotions be borne
out through both MMPI and PGR Tests and that the Internalization Ratio
and the Herr-Kobler FOR Ratio show a high oorrelation was confirmed.
The fact that this was high negative oorrelation, the group tested being
women, stood in curious oontrast to the re-examination of the HerrKobler and Cabanski data with their positive oorrelation.

There is a

certain amount of significance in any correlation at all being foundJ
but that men and women would yield reversed Ratio scores while at the
s&~e

time possessing as a group roughly the same Mean responses brings

a person to make an interesting speoulation.

It would oome to something

like this: an internalizing man and an externalizing woman (and vice
versa) handle their emotions in much the same way_

That is, the exter-

nal manifesta.tion may be diverse, but the emotional tendency of their
personality is similar.
Suoh a speoulation may be rather wild.

A more ordinary explana-

tion could be found in the differences in emotional tone which words
carry, for men and for women _ But, one may ask, why do these men and
women respond to the MMPI in a similar way -- e. g. the neurotic men
and the women of this tendenoy -- and diversely to the sixteen words as
measured in PGR?
A high correlation between the MMPI written test and the PGR test
-70-
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of response to emotionally-toned words measured through a physical means
leads an experimenter to advance more questions.

ene of these would

look to the possibility of the PGR Test as possibly providing a measure
of the degree of those tendencies manifested in an MMPI profile. Again,
if the Internalization Ratio, which taps six of the scales of the

~~I,

can be correlated with the rather brief and straightforward Herr-Kobler
POR Test, then the possibilities of the use of this thirty minute test
in conjunotion with the clinical setting and procedure bears serious
consideration. The fact that

experimenta~

psychologists of all times

have worked with the psyohogalvanometer, at first with enthusiasm and
then with dismay, showed that there was some way of gaining a measure
of emotional control (or its lack) if only they could put their finger
on it. Seemingly the Herr-Kobler PGR Test offers one positive step in
this direction. With this in mind, an applioation of this test to
members of religious orders has been projected, with the hope that it
may eventually be of use :in the screening of oandidates for the religious

life.
Why is it that the Barron Ego-Strength Scale does not correlate
well with the Herr-Kobler POR Ratio?

The MMPI Handbook (po 305-306)

says that the ES "probably best summarizes the available information
about the MMPI oorrelates of oontrol. fI

It appears to the writer that

the ES scale, just as the AI, Si, or any single scale, is too narrow.

-

The MMPI Handbook gives a hint in this direotion: "As the findings of
future research acoumulate, it will probably beoome apparent that dif-
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ferent impulses are oontrolled by separate personality processes, rather
than by any single, pervasive self-structure ••• The first break in
self-maintenance

rr~y

be related to the relative strength of impulse in

the different emotional areas. II (p. 306).
to be a relatively ineffective measure.

Tazr.kins (19$1) found the ES
The Internalization Ratio is

very broad in its scope and when supplemented with the Anxiety Index
yields an important measure of the personality, specifioally in the way
a person handles his emotions.

One would speculate that had Cabanski

and Williams employed this measure of "An?ciety" rather than others,
they would have found significant correlation of POR with MMPI.
A division of this group of twenty-two female subjects into high
and low classes of five eaoh, and a middle class of twelve, based upon

tbeir soores of the Internalization Ratio (MJv'IPI) yields a high, middle
and low group on the basis of their POR results.

This observation i

'3

based upon comparisons of the Rank Coefficient of correlation where the
group of twenty-two correlated with Herr-Kobler 0.78, with Williams

0.85, and with Cabanski 0.87; but on the basis of "high and low" classes
the correlation of the "low" class with Herr-Kobler is 0.62 and the
"high ll 0.76; conversely the widdls group with Cabanski correlated 0.9l.
This differential would be expected through the fact that the HerrKobler MMPI IR (mean) was 1.13, while the Cabanski IR was 0.84.

The

Cabanski group appears to be normal and fits with the middle group of
the twenty-two women, while the Herr-Kobler group was all "neurotic".
Differences were predictable through the calculations of the
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IR .from the data of Herr-Kobler and Gabanski, the one group being made
up of internalizing neurotics while the other must have had a good number of externalizers or persons who lIacted out".

A difference is evi-

dent through the Rank Correlation Coefficients, for the total group
correlated highly wit.h Herr-Kobler and Cabanski, while the correlation
within the women's group of low against high was only 0.49.

That is,

this group of twenty-two women have a rath1:r wide range on the continuum.
If this group of twenty-two were

IT~n,

we would have

a conw1drum;

here we find, starting with the IR scores, that the more neurotic women
manifest their emotions in PGR more as the "psychopathic" men do and
the "psychopathic 11 "omen more as the neurotic Plen.

Cne Inight ask, with

tongue in cheek, whether the alleged marriage of introverted

rr~n

with

extroverted woman is based on emotional sameness rather than difference.
The observation made above, it is true, is founded on a rather small
s8.J'l'lple of women; the "'Titer "'ill predict, however, that the tendency
"Till become nlora manifest thrcugh further testing of selected groups.
The possibilities of developing some sort of

~Asculinity-femin1nity

test presents itself.
The fact that
in the extremes and

~~ong
rr~ddle

the twenty-two women were found some who fell
of the internalizing-externalizing led to

a question concerning the normalcy of this group, its comparison with
ether groups tested in PGrr and its association with women's groups and
norms.

The observation that the K score in MMPI and any six (Pa) and

especially eight (Sc) peaks could be uncontrolled variables was made
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before testing and could be made after.
The noticeable correlation of the two ratios of MMPI and HerrKobler PGR Test should lead to more experimentation and maybe clinical
application.

If the MMPI reveals emotional tendencies of a given

person, the Herr-Kobler PGR Test may be used to measure something of the
degree of this tendency.

The openness of the latter makes it very

easy for a person to reveal his inner self, and very difficult to tell
a lie about the manner in which his emotional life operates.

Some

psychologist might object that the PGR Test can be influenced by the
expectancy of the experimenter, but the maImer of its presentation and
its very real complexity

~Akes

such a bias relatively impossible.

Regarding the theories of personality which were outlined in the
earlier sections, the tri-dimensiona1 system of Cleckley for overall
description and categorizing WAkes good sense when a person comes to
assess the results of the IR PGR R correlations. Welsh's IR already
deals with externalizing and internalizing across a continuum, and
Cleckley's psychopath stands at an extreme away from the neurotic group
at the other extreme, with the "norrral" :in the center.

Consideration of

the forces at work to achieve a balance wi thin the norIIla1 person demands
Bome such dynamic and consistent theory as Eysenck's latest, and better
yet, that of Gasson.
Specific to the problem of the characteristic way that a person
handles his emotions is the excellent delineation by Arnold of the basis
for

e~otion.

Her stress on the importance of estimation, and her
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outline of how, ex&ctly, this bears on emotion has proved a milestone
in psychological theory,.

Following her mention of worthwhile research

and the recent studies of Funkenstein and Ax, we might draw on the concept of "anger out" and "anger in" types, and speak of a progression
from the more happy, "anger out" individual to the acting-out type,
to the conscienceless person, to the psychopath at the extreme.

In the

center are the persons who have their emotions more or less in balance
and who, no doubt, are willing to pay the price of revising their estimates when they find themselves reacting unrealistically.

The other

end of the continuum begins with the conscientious, moves on to the
moody, the internalizing, the self-blaming with definite "anger in", and
arrives at the extreme of the psychoneurotic.
The IR measure of Welsh describes these types and gives some calculation.

The substitution of the Ma and Si scales and the ratio de-

rived from these appears to be fairly satisfactory.
internalization and externalization become apparent.

Similarly, social
Now the Herr-Kobler

PGR Test has sufficient power to measure these same qualities and thus
gets to some of the deeper strata of the personality.

In addition, this

test gives some measure of the degree of emotional involvement.

In

reading the literature on the PGR, one is struck by the vast amount of
experimentation and by the speculation concerning the PGR's measurement
of emotion.

But one is also faced with the fact that, until the Herr-

Kobler test was deVised, there was no specific measure, no one test
that could specify in any exact way the emotionality involved. Woodworth
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ended his section on the POR by suggesting that it would be our revision
of our concept of emotion which might lead to the application of POR
in measuring emotion.

No doubt it has been through a revision of con-

cept as to the way emotion operates that has lead to the attempt of this
thesis: the correlation of the MMPI in its configural analysis with the
PGR ratio.

This PGR ratio, based on the differential response, measured

by the skin resistance and the autonomic activation, gets at the characteristic way a person responds to the emotionally-toned words and
concommitantly to the way he tends to handle his emotions.

CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY
The purpose of this thesis was to seek correspondence between the
MMPI and the Herr-Kobler PGR Test.

A relationship was suspected between

MMPI and PGR since both aim at evaluating the deeper emotional strata
of the total personality.
to this time.

Few subh correlations had been discovered up

If the connection between the two could be established,

the great amount of research on both, it was hoped, might be brought
together.
Various theories of personality were discussed, and methods of
measurement proposed by theorists were outlined. A general theory,
such as that proposed by Gasson, was proposed as more satisfactory,
especially in the conception suggested by
, these words: t1The capacities
or powers of a human being are hierarchioal and active in nat.ureJ upon
presentation of their specific object, they are capable of initiating
action."

It was shown that Cleckley's dimensions of personality were

not too different from those of Welsh when the latter came to describe
the configuration of the MMPI profile as expressed in the internalization
ratio.

Underlying this analysis is the viewpoint that personality can

be conceived of as running along a continuum.

Specific experiments as

described by Amold lead to the very modern attempts to measure "anger
out" and "anger in" and in some such manner to the description of ernetional control.
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Research thrcugh the use of PGR had frequently pointed to such
measurement, but the development of specific tests proved most elusive.
The Herr-Kobler PGR Test provides a landmark in the development of a
specific measure.

The testing of neurotics and normals led these experi-

menters to the development of a ratio which could be used as an index of
neuroticism.

The applicat1_on of this test in the present experiment

and the extension of this ratio to the measure of subjects not only
somewhat neurotic, but normals, and the seemingly somewhat psychopathic,
too, would appear to fit the formulation of Welsh and Cleckley, and if
so, the Herr-Kobler test could be used not only as a measure of neuroticism but as a means of inSight into the degree and type of emotional
control across the whole range of personalities.

The correlation was

established, through this experiment, of the Herr-Kobler PGR ratio and
the Welsh internalization ratio of the
level.

A linear

f~ction

M}~I,

Significant at the 0.01

appeared to be descriptive of the relationship.

Through confirmation of the hypotheses of this thesis the MMPI and the
PGR have been definitely associated.
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Figure 5
A comparison of the significant differences in the means
and the Standard Deviations for PGR responsiveness in two
groups of

nO~Al

and neurotic subjects to a selected list

of eMotionally-toned words. (Herr-Kobler.1953).
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Neurotics

Word

Normal
N-20
Mean SD

Mean

SD

Diff.

Sick

338

151

297

201

-4

High

258

137

301

218

Love

468

178

457

Afraid

348

133

Sin

386

Closed

SD
Diff.

t**

0.71

+50

1.23

+43

0.74

+81

1.94

240

-11

0.16

+62

1.28

318

212

-3tl

0.52

+79

1.98

158

391

248

+~

0.07

+80

1.65

214

124

298

264

+84

1.26

+140

3.02

Hospital

240

132

231

178

-9

0.18

+46

1.28

Ashamed

317

193

284

185

-33

0.54

-8

0.18

Sex

403

173

386

236

-17

0.25

+63

1.33

Open

126

94

154

171

+28

0.63

+77

2.43

Pain

218

137

290

238

+72

1.14

+101

2.27

God

258

17f:

369

212

·.:"111

1.75

+34

0.76

Sweetheart

360

209

306

209

~-5.4

0.80

0

0.00

Trouble

308

202

254

285

~54

0.67

+83

1.46

Church

:':1

155

163

170

-68

1.29

+15

0.41

Breast

394

198

368

300

-26

0.32

+102

1.75

Mean

303

N'"'20

30,

Mean

02

t* of 2.71 significant at 1 per cent level.
t** of 2.02 significant at 5 per cent level.

t*
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